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Interpretation table of contents and scheme 

The following is the table of contents of this guide. The diagram (p. 8 ) indicates which parts are most 

relevant to: 

• Basf 

• Contractors 

• BASF & Contractors 

The reason for this is that the different types of users have different functionalities available in the 

application.  
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1. Introduction 

The settlement of technical services of contractors is done at BASF Antwerp via the software program 

Avisor. It is an electronic program that serves for a controlled settlement of deliveries and services, 

based on specifications. 

The contractor and the BASF user both have a separate installation, which are connected by-e-mail. 

The BASF supervisor creates a work assignment in SAP. This is automatically sent to the contractor 

by e-mail at 14:00 and at 21:00. The contractor receives the assignment (WOC – Work assignment 

Contractor) via Avisor, after which the execution of the works can start. 

After execution, the contractor draws up a settlement (measurement - OM) in Avisor, based on the 

contractual agreements.  

He exports the measurement to BASF, after which it must be checked and released by BASF at 1st 

and 2nd level. The digital sending of measurements accelerates the settlement process.  

Twice a month there is a settlement, in which a percentage of the measurements that are fully 

released via the first 2 control steps, are taken into revision (sample check). 

On the basis of this statement, a summary (invoicing proposal) is drawn up, which is sent to the 

contractor. He can then draw up an invoice on the basis of this proposal and send it to Berlin for 

payment. 

The Avisor system makes it possible to automatically receive and manage BASF Work Orders 

(WOCs). Avisor also provides a centralized automatic update of Contracts and LVs (price lists) for 

price adjustments. 

Avisor is a central repository for all communication about WOCs and OM's. Electronic documents can 

be linked as an attachment to measurements and work orders. 

Avisor includes extensive filtering options for creating reports and overviews and exporting data to 

Excel. 

Informative: 

From 2022 there will also be an alternative, Avisor4Suppliers or access to Avisor via Citrix. 

This way of working offers some advantages (e.g. no mailing for communication between the 

two systems; no loss of database in case of PC crash, less dependency for updates of 

operating-system etc.) and will eventually become the standard.  

The installation & onboarding are different than with a separate-offline installation at the 

contractor. This manual does not elaborate on this.   

The operation of Avisor and the way of working with Avisor is very similar to what is described 

in this manual at Avisor via Citrix. Hence, the document is relevant for all users. 
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2. Support 

Need help? Having questions?  

Don't get stuck with questions. First check the FAQ at the back of this document. 

 

With remaining questions you can always contact:  
 
avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com 
     
 

  

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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3. OCM – Operational Contractors Management 

3.1. OCM process 
 

This is the schematic translation of the workflow for Operational Contractor management (OCM) to 

SAP/Avisor. 

As a condition for processing via Avisor, a contract must be drawn up and released. The main 

difference of this process compared to processing via workcycles is that in workcycle processing one 

is triggered via an invoice from the contractor and that an approval is issued from it. In the case of 

processing via Avisor, the measurement is the trigger that is submitted for approval and the approval 

will ultimately lead to a summary statement (= invoicing proposal). 
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3.2. OCM Process Model 
 

 

This diagram shows the links between the systems (SAP, AVISOR-BASF and AVISOR contractor) and 

the interfacing that takes place between them. 

The ATBs (request for order) are automatically created when the order is saved. 

The generation of an automatic order in SAP (based on the ATB) is done via a program in SAP. The 

program that performs this task runs every 15'. The program that picks up the created orders and 

forwards them to AVISOR runs every 10'. 

After a maximum of 25 minutes, the WOC is created in AVISOR. This is already visible to the BASF 

user.  

After full release, the WOCs are sent 2 times a day from AVISOR-BASF to the contractors (at 14h00 & 

21h00). This is to ensure that the contractors still have the necessary time to plan the next day and to 

make any preparations. 

1 time per 2 weeks an "accounting day" is planned. The following working day, the summary is 

automatically generated and sent to the contractor by e-mail. This summary is the basis for invoicing 

(also in the case of self-billing). 
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4. Status schedule 

4.1. Scheme 

The diagram below shows across the different systems, how an order is communicated from BASF to the 

contractor and how a measurement is then processed via approvals.  

Please note, the diagram below applies to a local installation. If you work via Avisor via Citrix, the import 

and export takes place in a slightly different way. 

 

 

4.2. Explanation status scheme 
 

The status scheme serves as a guideline when handling WOCs and measurements via AVISOR.   

1. Task → ATB → Order (SAP system BASF) 

• A YBM5 job is created on a (released) order. (status ONVO – unprepared) 

• When saving the order, an ATB is automatically created. (status INVO – in 

preparation) 

• Every 15 minutes an order is created from the ATB. (The order number is the basis for 

the WOC number.) 
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2. Create WOC (Avisor BASF) 
 

• Every 10 minutes, the created order (SAP) is converted into a WOC (Avisor).  

• This WOC ends up in Avisor in the status 'Editing'. 

• This WOC is put in the status 'Free settlement' by the supervisor after release. 

• Export: Every day at 14:00 and 21:00 the WOCs of Avisor BASF are sent to the 

contractors. With Avisor via Citrix, this is exchanged "between the databases" and is 

no longer sent by e-mail. 

3. WOC (Avisor Contractor) 

• The contractor imports the WOCs he has received from BASF on a daily basis. 

(envelope icon). With Avisor via Citrix, this will be done automatically, without mailing. 

• The WOC enters the status 'Processing' and must be released manually. (BASF: 

'Input Control' status) 

4. Execution of the work by the contractor 
 

5. Create measurement (=OM / opmeting) (Avisor Contractor) 

• The contractor creates an OM in the status 'Setup'. 

• After saving, the OM enters the status 'For Approval'. 

• After release of the OM on the contractor side, it enters the status 'Free Settlement' 

• When it comes to a final measurement, the WOC is automatically reported 'Ready' in 

the contractor system. (manual 'Ready' reporting is also possible) 

• The OM must then be manually exported to Avisor BASF. With Avisor via Citrix, this 

communication runs automatically when the measurement gets the status "Free 

Settlement". (transport daily at 19h30). 

6. Import of the measurement (Avisor BASF) 

• Every measurement exported by the contractor is immediately imported from Avisor 

BASF. 

7. Release of the measurement by the Supervisor – 1st approver (Avisor BASF) 

• (Point 7 first explains the standard process without an external supervisor!) 

• The BASF supervisor (1st approver) requests all measurements with the status 'For 

Approval'. 

• When the OM has been checked (plausibility check), the supervisor releases it. The 

measurement then enters the status 'Quite Technical'. 

• When the supervisor rejects the OM (eg. Due to an error in the measurement by the 

contractor), the OM enters the status 'Supplier Correction'. (the supervisor fills in a 

mandatory comment field) 
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• The supervisor then informs the contractor (Send Notes).  

• The contractor points the OM back into his system and adjusts it. After this, the 

contractor releases the OM and exports it. 

• The OM is automatically imported from BASF and enters the status 'Submit back L'. 

(the old measurement is overwritten) 

• Measurements with the status 'Submit back L' must also be checked by the 

supervisor. (identical procedure) 

8. Release of the measurement by the External Supervisor (Avisor BASF) 
 

• If an external supervisor (not BASF personnel) has created the WOC in SAP, this 

external supervisor will be able to approve the OM with regard to this WOC. Then the 

OM will receive the status 'Vrij Technisch Ext.'. The BASF Supervisor (internal) must 

then check and approve the measurement before it is given the status 'Fairly 

Technical'. 

• The supervisor therefore checks all measurements with status: 'Processing', 'Vrij 

Technisch Ext.' & 'Submit back L.' 

9. Release by Engineer – 2nd Approver (Avisor BASF) 

A. After approval by the BASF supervisor, the engineer (2nd approver) must approve the 

OM.  

B. If the engineer notices an error during the inspection, he will have to contact the 

supervisor and inform him of the problem. (Send Notes and/or by phone) 

C. The supervisor, in turn, will take the necessary actions. 

10. Control by ESP/TV (Avisor BASF)  

• From all measurements in the status 'Free Settlement', a sample is regularly taken of 

measurements that are subjected to an additional 100% check. These measurements 

will be in the status 'Rev. Settlement'. 

• If no problems are detected during the inspection by ESP/TV, the measurement is 

released by ESP/TV and returns to the status 'Free Settlement'. 

• If errors are detected during the inspection by ESP/TV, ESP/TV will refer back the 

measurement. This puts the measurement in the status 'Correction'.  

➢ ESP/TV makes the corrections of the measurement and releases the 

measurement to the status 'Submit back' 

➢ ESP/TV informs the contractor, supervisor (Send Notes), in case of 

differences greater than 500 € the engineer is also informed. The contractor 

signs the correction and returns it to ESP/TV. Contractors who do not have 

representation on the site will receive the correction together with the 

summary. 

➢ ESP/TV then releases the measurement from 'Submit back' to 'Free 

Settlement'. 
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11. SES → Summary (Avisor BASF / SAP) 

• Measurements that have the status 'Free Settlement' are booked every two weeks (at 

12:00). This means that for every order a Service Entry Sheet (SES) will be booked in 

SAP. 

• When the booking process has gone well, the measurements will be in the status 

'Transfer'. 

• If something went wrong during the booking, the measurements will be entered in the 

status 'Transfer error'. ESP/TV now has three hours (until 15:00) to correct these 

failed bookings. 

• At 15h00 a second booking run runs and an attempt is made to book the failed 

bookings in SAP. 

• At 19:00, SAP automatically generates the summary per contract with an overview of 

all Service Entry Sheets per order. This summary is sent to the contractor. 

4.3. Status in Avisor in different languages 

Important for good communication, is referring to the same principles / objects. The statusses of 

Measurements / WOC / Contracts have a specific term in the different languages. Below you find the 

overview.  

Nederlands Duits Engels Frans Italiaans LSTATUS_ID 

Opstelling Erstellung Produce Création Creazione 0 

Bewerking Freigabeprüfung For approval Ratification Elaborazione 10 

Rev. Bewerking Rev. Bearb. Rev. proc. Rév. Traitem Rev. elab. 20 

Rev. Vrij 

Bewerking 

Fach-Revision Rev. techn. Rév. techn. Rev. tecnic. 21 

Rev. Techn.Ext. Rev. Stufe 2 Rev. stage 2 Rév. Niveau2 Rev. fase 2 22 

Rev. Afrekening Rev. Abrech. Rev. billing Rév. décompte Rev. cont. 29 

VAP-Fout VAP-Fehler VAP error Erreur VAP Errore VAP 30 

Vrij Bewerking Frei Techn. Techn.approv Autor. Techn Tecnic. Ok 31 

Vrij Afrekening Frei Abrech. Bill.approv. Autor. décom Cont. Ok 40 

Vrij 

Afrekening/Rab. 

Frei Abr./Rabatt Bill.approv./Disc. Autor. 

Décom/Rem. 

Cont. Ok/Sc. 45 

Correctie Korrektur Correction Correction Correzione 60 

Terug Voorleggen Wiedervorl. Follow-up Resubmission Reminder 69 

Rev. Transfer Rev. Transfer Rev. Transfer Rev. Transfer Rev. Trans. 70 

Transferfout Transf.fehler Transf.error Erreur transf. Errore trasf. 79 

Transfer Transfer Transfer Transfert Trasferimento 80 

Bev. Transfer SichTrans BackTrans SécurTrans TrasfSic 82 

HOST HOST HOST HÔTE HOST 90 
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manual Transfer manueller 

Transfer 

manual Transfer man. Tranfer man. Tranfer 91 

Afgesloten End-Lief Final deliv. Livr. finale Forn-fin 93 

Transfer (Cobalt) Transfer (Cobalt) Transfer (Cobalt) Transfer 

(Cobalt) 

Transfer 

(Cobalt) 

95 

Gestorneerd Storniert Cancelled Annulé Cancellato 98 

Klaar Fertig Compl. Fin Pronto 99 

Klaar/Rabat fert./Rab. Comp./Disc. Fini/Rem. Pronto/Sc. 100 

Correctie Lev. Korrektur v. KT Correction Ct CorrectionCT CorrezioneCT 160 

Terug Voorl. Lev Wiedervorl. v. KT Follow-up Ct Resubmis. CT Reminder CT 169 

In Transfer In Transfer In Transfer En transfert In Transfer 9999 

 

4.4. Guidelines in terms of walk-through principle 

Hint : not al measurements that were simultaneously presented by the contractor will be present on the 

same “Verzamelstaat” – it is possible that they are being split us; due to BASF-internal checks 

 

Source: B:\GLOBAL\1071-BANT\ANTWERP\PT\PTC-C\PTC-C-Settlement\Manuals\4 Process Flow P2P Services 

 

4.5. Invoicing and payment modalities 
  

For all information regarding invoicing, see https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-

are/organization/suppliers-and-partners/accounts-payable-europe/einvoicing.html and contractureal 

agreements in specifications. 

The final amounts of the approved settlement documents are bundled twice a month by BASF in a 

summary (= proposal for invoice). The summary shall be delivered by BASF to the contractor. After the 

contractor has received the summary, the effective invoicing can run in different ways. The different 

options are discussed below. The choice of a particular option lies with BASF Antwerp in consultation 

with the contractor. 

Option 1: Classic invoicing 

1e controle door BASF

Toezichter 

Gem. 5 werkdagen

2e controle door BASF

Ingenieur 

Gem. 5 werkdagen

1e vrijgaveOK 2e vrijgaveOK

Status OM

 Bewerking 

Status OM

 Vrij Technisch 

Status OM

 Vrij Afrekening 

2/maand 

steekproefcontrole

Clustering OM 

status  Vrij 

afrekening 

OM in 

steekproef?

3e controle door 

BASF 

ESPTC

Opname van OM op 

verzamelstaat (1 

dag na 

steekproefname)

Neen

Ja

Met of zonder correctie

Stop

Start : ontvangst 

OM 

Status OM

 Rev. 

Afrekening 

https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/organization/suppliers-and-partners/accounts-payable-europe/einvoicing.html
https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/organization/suppliers-and-partners/accounts-payable-europe/einvoicing.html
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➢ The payment of the invoice takes place x days after the invoice date (see contract), provided 
that the works have been carried out in accordance with the order and that the invoicing is 
correct and accompanied by all requested documents. Please note, these days only start to 
count after invoice based on summary and not on the day where the measurement is entered. 
 

➢ E-invoicing: The invoice is sent electronically in PDF format to: ICE_1071@basf.com. 
Additional conditions must be met.  
 
 

Option 2: Selfbilling 

➢ The 2nd option of invoicing is the so-called method of self-billing. This means that BASF will 
issue invoices for the supply of goods and services by the contractor to BASF, in the name 
and on behalf of the client. The invoice is drawn up on the basis of the summary. 

 

Follow-up of the invoice 

➢ For the follow-up of the invoices, the contractor can register on Worldaccount via 
http://worldaccount.basf.com/wa/Startpage . 

➢ Accounts payable in Berlin can be reached via e-mail: base.be-basant-ap@basf.com . 
 

WOC ready (Avisor Contractor) 

➢ In order to keep an overview, the contractor can manually report the booked measurement 
'Ready' in his system on the basis of this summary. 
 

 

5. Avisor installation 

5.1. Basf  

5.1.1. Request software 

 

In order to be able to approve measurements of contractors via Avisor, this software must be 

installed on the computer. Applying for Avisor is as follows: 

 

Go to the intranet and click on 'My Link': 

 

mailto:ICE_1071@basf.com
http://worldaccount.basf.com/wa/Startpage
mailto:base.be-basant-ap@basf.com
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Enter "Avisor" in the search field and press enter. 

 

 
 

Then click on the software and then click on "add to cart". Finally, you follow the standard 

application process. 

 

 
 

5.1.2. Apply for rights 
In addition to the program, the User rights must also be requested in order to log in. 
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Request via: 

• mail to avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com stating for which company or service you want 
the rights, and whether you are going to do the 1st or 2nd approval in Avisor. 

• BASF intranet (Access-IT):  
 

Go to the BASF intranet and click on 'Access IT' in the selection menu 

Go to "Access rights" ➔ "Request new roles and accounts – expert mode" 

 

Enter "Avisor" for description and press "Search form": 

 

 

Designate "Avisor" and "Apply". 

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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Fill in the person for whom you wish to apply for the rights and press "Search". 

 

If the right person is found, indicate him and press "Apply". 
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The name is included in the overview. Several more people can be added if desired. If all persons 

were entered, press "Next" 

 

 

At "System" "AVIBAN (Antwerp)", and at "Org. Unit" select "BE51 (Antwerp)": 

 

Under "Team" the correct company or service must be indicated. Under "Role" the correct authority 

must be indicated:  

- BR (BASF Representative)  ➔ 1st Approver 
- SU (Supervisor)   ➔ 2nd approver 
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- CO (Controlling)   ➔ Reading rights 
- PR (Procurement)   ➔ Purchase 

 

Then press "Add to list". 

Then check the "Confirmation" and "Software Avisor" and press "Next":  

 

Optionally fill in comment / reason in pop-up and press "Next": 

 

Pop-up: 
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"Accept" 

 

 

When the software is installed on the PC and the permissions are approved, you can log in to Avisor. 

Avisor will ask to change the initial password at the first login. 

 

5.1.3. Boot 
Avisor can be found on your PC under: Start/Programs/Avisor/Avisor(Prod)  

Avisor(Prod) is linked to the SAP production system via an interface. 

 

 

 

You can use Avisor (Test) to test the operation of Avisor, or to make a cost estimate. The test version 

is linked to the SAP test system. 

 

5.1.4. Log in 
After starting up Avisor, you will get the following login screen: (basf-internal only) 

 

FYI – contractor can decide for himself whether he sets a password here, default setting is no 

password. 
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Enter your username in user-id, e.g. AELBREW or VXXXXXX. 

If you start Avisor for the first time, you use the initial password from a separate mail (at user level).  

You have to change this afterwards (will be asked). 

Your user profile will automatically appear in the profile field.  

If you have multiple profiles, you can change this by opening the drop-down list. 

The "Replacement" field is not used. 

 

Open 2nd Avisor session: 

If you have multiple user profiles, you can start a 2nd Avisor session. 

You can then choose a different profile here and then switch between the different windows. 

You can also open a 2nd session via menu bar – add ins- start Avisor  or via ALT-CTRL+N. 

 

 

5.1.5. Password 

5.1.5.1. Password 

If you have forgotten your password, it must be reset. This can be reset by the user himself.   
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5.1.5.2. Change password 

 

Via the menu bar ?  User information, you can change your password. 

          

You enter the old password in the first box, and twice a new identical password. You confirm with "OK" 

and get the message that your password has been changed. 

When changing the password, you must take into account that the new password must not be empty, 

must be different from the old password, and that you must enter the same new password twice. 

5.1.6. Avisor Update 
 

When Avisor starts up, it automatically checks for updates: 
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Updating may take up to a few minutes. Please wait until the update screen is gone and start Avisor 

from the Start menu. 

You can also start this software update yourself via Start, All Programs, Avisor (lokal), Avisor-Update. 

You should only perform this update if you have received a notification for this, or if Avisor does not 

start correctly. 

If the following error message comes, the PC does not yet have a license to work with Avisor. 

 

 
 

5.2. Contractor 

The description below is not relevant to Avisor via Citrix; only for local Avisor installation. 

5.2.1. Download software 
On the site of Awato (software supplier of Avisor) the software package can be downloaded: 

https://www.awato.de/download/files/av4install.msi. 

 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.awato.de%2Fdownload%2Ffiles%2Fav4install.msi&data=05%7C01%7Cavisor.support.antwerpen%40basf.com%7Ccc537b78c3034dca69c608da2ce1f224%7Cecaa386bc8df4ce0ad01740cbdb5ba55%7C0%7C0%7C637871646186591461%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=VH%2BbHWSkYoxdaQa%2BjjRQuL60bhSKvebHO%2Bhpj0bXsFU%3D&reserved=0
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Before you start installing, make sure that the details of the email account for data-exchange with 

Avisor BASF are available: 

• account (user-id) 

• password 

• pop3 server 

• smtp server 

 

5.2.2. Avisor License 
 

When the installation is complete, your account must be registered. 

The activation is done by telephone (+49 2133 26 031 00, option 3) or by e-mail info@awato.de with 

the print screen as below. The official language for this is German or English.  

Then choose from the main menu: ?  → Registration Information...".  

 
 

Click New Registration. 

 

http://unknown/?id=rId50
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After mentioning the "Request for" code, Awato gives the "Code unlock" that must be filled in. TIP: 

When the mouse is on the "Request for code", the name of the code becomes visible separately. This 

facilitates communication with Awato. 

Finally, click Unlock. 

 

This procedure should be performed on any PC where Avisor is installed. 

 

5.2.3. Local installation 
Open basant.exe: 

 

 

For the installation you only have the choice between German and English. 

The software package itself can later be set in Dutch. 

 

Accept the license agreement. Click Yes: 
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If the Avisor install finds an Avisor database from a previous installation, it will continue to be used. In 

that case, Avisor will not create a new (empty) database.   

If the old Avisor database is not allowed to be used, please contact the support of Awato Software 

GmbH. 

 

Enter name and company name: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a local installation, it is best to keep the default path / folder. 

Brochure for the software: 
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Folder for the database (file name: Avisor.BASANT.mdb): 

 

 

 

5.2.4. Multi-user installation 
With a multi-user installation, there must be access to a shared network location from every PC where 

Avisor Contractor is installed. 

Installing the software is the same as for the local installation, only the database must be in a shared 

(network) location. Read and write permissions at this location are required. 

Preferably enter the path to the location as a UNC path (\\server\share\): 

file://///server/share/
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For each additional PC, the same path must be entered. 

5.2.5. Boot 
You can start Avisor via Start, Programs, awato, Avisor4: 
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5.2.6. Specific settings 

 

5.2.6.1. Language 

Avisor has 6 languages: German, English, French, Italian, Spanish or Dutch. 

To change language go to menu option "Tools" and choose "Options" at the bottom... 
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Under tab "Options" the language can be chosen: 

 

After clicking "OK", Avisor will automatically restart. 

5.2.6.2. Adjusting configuration for entering Lohnstuden 7 consecutive days per 

measurement line (standard 1 day) 

 

Standard installation is requested to allow entry to Avisor for 7 days. However, if this is not in 

order, this describes how the configuration can be adjusted for entering Lohnstunden from 1 to 7 

days. 
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5.2.6.3. Mail settings  

Avisor needs a separate email account to receive (import) and send (export) data to BASF.   

Via the menu option "Tools", "Options", on the tab "Internet", these data must be entered: 
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POP3 server  

SMTP Server  

Login for the email account 

Twice the password 

Folder of the mailbox  

 

 

Important: Do not use a personal mailbox to communicate with Avisor, but one that is exclusively 

intended for Avisor. The reason for this is that the automatic import of data only works with "unread e-

mails", so if they are accidentally clicked on and marked as read, new contracts / WOCs will not be 

imported. 

Avisor downloads the emails that arrive in this account (for processing) to the mailbox folder. A folder 

can be created on the hard disk of the local PC or on the network. 

for example 

 

Avisor creates the subfolders itself. 

 

Via the menu bar "Tools", "Addresses", "Contractor", a number of things have to be filled in: 

 

 

The supplier number (SAP number) is provided by BASF.  
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Important: Do not forget to enter the email address of the user and the email address for the data 

exchange with Avisor in this screen. 

These are necessary to be able to communicate with Avisor-BASF. 

 

5.2.6.4. User Management 

If several people are going to work with Avisor, it is recommended to activate the option "Users" login 

via "Tools", "Options", "Login": 

 

Enter the usernames here (see example) and OK. 

 

The 1st time a user logs in, he/she will have to enter the User-ID (of Avisor). This is the name entered 

on the Login tab. By default, the password is set to 'Avisor'. 

To change the default password: go via the menu option "?, "User information..." 
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Now click on  . Then enter the old password, and twice the new password: 

  Click OK. 

If the self-chosen password is forgotten, please contact us via avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com . 

 

5.2.6.5. Avisor Update 

Under menu "Tools" ➔"Update software..." it can be checked whether the software is up-to-date: 

 

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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If "Filenames" light up blue, an update is available. 

 
 

By pressing "Update" the files will be downloaded. 

 
 
 
Click OK to restart Avisor. 
During startup, the new components of Avisor are installed. 

 

 

5.2.6.6. Possible software update issues 
 
1. Letterbox leaflet 

 
Since the software update uses the Avisor mailbox folder and the update procedure cannot handle 

UNC paths, it may sometimes be necessary to first change the mailbox folder to a folder on Your C:\ 

disk, 

e.g.: C:\tmp\ or C:\Temp\ or C:\Avisor\ 
 
 

• Make sure you have read and write permissions on this folder. 
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• Also, make sure you write down the original mailbox folder. After the update, it must be 

restored. 
 
 
The mailbox folder can be found in the menu "Tools", "Options...", tab "Internet", at the bottom  

State Mailbox or Directory: 

          
 
 
 
Under certain circumstances, the other settings on the "Internet" tab may also have disappeared 

after an update. Please note this. 
 
 
The password (to be entered 2 times) is not visible. Before starting the software update, make sure 

you write down the correct password in the Avisor user manual. If this password is not known to 

you, first contact your IT service to obtain it. 

 

2. Option "Update software..." not visible 

If the option "Update software..." is not visible, the possible cause is: 
 

• License has expired and needs to be renewed by calling 

0049/2133.29.69.0 or by contacting Awato: 

 
awato Software GmbH 

Salm-Reifferscheidt-Allee 37 

D - 41540 Dormagen 
 
 

Phone: 0 21 33 / 29 69 - 0 
 
 

Email: info@awato.de 

Internet: www.awato.de 

• You need to log in as user ADMIN in Avisor. 

The password for the ADMIN user is set to Avisor by default.  
 

• You must start Avisor as a member of the Windows Administrator group. 
 

3. The "Update" button is not clickable 

 
If the Update button is not clickable, you already have the latest version. 

 

• The version can be checked via the "question mark" menu, "Avisor information..." Avisor4.exe  

mailto:info@awato.de
http://www.awato.de/
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6. Avisor general 

 

6.1. Toolbars 

6.1.1. Standard Toolbar 
 

 

Below you will find a description of all the icons that are on the standard toolbar. 

 

 

6.1.2. Menu bar 
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6.1.2.1. File 

 

  

Via the menu option File – Form you can switch to another object (Contract, WOC, Measurement or 

Request). 

Via the menu option File – Save Document you can save a modified document. 

The other menu options are standard items for setting up the printer and printing documents. 

Every contract, WOC and measurement can be printed. Make sure that you do not leave any bills on 

the printer. 

The Import and Export menu choices are not used. 

6.1.2.2. Edit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Via the edit menu option  you can undo unsaved changes, cut, copy, paste and / or delete data. 

You can also, depending on the context, insert a blank line or insert a line of text (when composing 

measurements) to divide the measurement into cohesive blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1.2.3. Image 
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Via the view menu bar  you can turn certain screen elements on or off. 

You can go here  

- put the Avisor list on or off – F4 

- turn the status bar on or off   

- put the drop-down list on or off – F8 

- turn the extended list box on or off – F8: you can only select the extended list box if the regular list 

box is allowed for this filter.  

Update re-runs the chosen filter and refreshes the selection. 

Filter – CTRL-F: this allows you to compose, save and share filters yourself with users or groups you 

have designated.  

Summation ∑ allows you to calculate a total over certain filter selections. 

It gives you an overview of the number of documents and the value they represent. 

 

 

6.1.2.4. Document 

Via the menu bar – Document – go to reference or with the speed dial button   you can go from the 

WOC to the corresponding measurements and vice versa. 

You can add comments via Document – Comment.  The entered comment will be visible in the 

"Protocol" tab.  You can NOT change any comments you have entered. 
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Via the menu bar Document – Mark, you can give a name to 1 or more measurements and WOCs. 

You can then find this via the filter list WOCs marked or Measurements marked. 

 

To put a marker, make a selection (possibly a multiple selection with the CTRL key pressed) and via 

the menu bar Document – Mark up, you can enter your marker. 

   →    

 

 

 

6.1.2.5. Reports 
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The "position usage" report can be accessed via the menu bar Reports – Position use for one 

measurement or for one WOC. 

 

If you request the report for a WOC, it will show all positions that are used in all measurements for that 

WOC. 

You get an overview of the positions used with subtotals per LV.  

All valid measurements are included in the calculation of the totals. 

6.1.2.6. ? 

 

Via menu bar ? – User information can be found in your user settings. 

    

You can consult your rights via the tabs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If you can read WOCs, for example, this does not mean that you can read all WOCs.  

You can only read those WOCs, to which you are entitled according to your user group. This depends 

on the contracts that your group is allowed to use. 

If there are notifications about the Avisor software package, you will see them (for the first time) at 

startup. If you want to consult them again later, you can do so via the menu bar ? – Notifications. 

6.1.3. Information bar 
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In this bar you will find more information about the action / action you are currently performing. 

 

 

6.2. View lists 

 

 

List box with 2 tabs at the bottom: 

 - in tab "filter" you can see all documents that meet the selected filter 

 - in tab "Ending" you will find all session documents (history) 

 With F7 you can hide or unhide the List Box 

 

Avisor list with the objects: Contract / WOC / Measurements / Request 

Via the Avisor list you can quickly switch between the different objects by clicking on the icon. 

The first time this may take a few seconds. 

With F4 you can hide or unhide the Avisor list. 

With Avisor via Citrix, the option to "request" will not be available. 

6.3. Filters in Avisor 

 

When starting Avisor, the filter "No selection" is always selected. This is an empty list. To look up 

WOCs or Measurements, first click on the icon for WOC or Measurement in the Avisor list and then 

select the desired filter via the filter list. 

 

6.3.1. Request standard filters 
 

List 

Filter list 

Avisor List 
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6.3.2. Create personal filters 

 

To create a personal filter, select in the Avisor list: Contract, WOC or Measurement. Then click on the 

filter button: . On the next screen you can define your filter yourself. 

 

In the column "Condition", you can choose from: 

= ▪ is equal to 

<> ▪ is not equal to 

>= ▪ greater than or equal to 

<= ▪ less than or equal to 

> ▪ greater than 

< ▪ less than 

like ▪ for text you can use jokers 
▪ "%" for a number of characters, "_" for 1 character 
▪ Vb. building % afbr_ken returns  

 "demolish building C710" AND "demolish building 
Mercury" 

between ▪ two values separated by semicolon. 
▪ E.g.. 13/05/2014;17/05/2014 

in ▪ up to max. select items 10 from a list (hold down CTRL 
when selecting) 
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available ▪ not empty values (any) 

not available ▪ empty values (not yet filled in) 

not like ▪ values that do not meet the such as criterion 

not in ▪ values that are not in a list 

In the Parameter column, type in the criterion. If the button is visible on the right,     you can click on 

it. Select your criteria from the list and click OK. 

 

You can save the filter by clicking on      it. 

You enter the filter name and press        .  

If you want the filter to be accessible via the filter list, click "quick access via symbol list". 

To view the result, press   . 

The number of parameters depends on the selected condition: 

• Condition 
• Number of 

parameters 

• available 

• no • not 
available 

• = 

• 1 

• >= 

• <= 

• > 

• < 

• like 
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• not like 

• between • 2 

• in 
• maximum 10 

• not in 

 

To select more than 1 parameter from a list box, hold down the CTRL key when clicking the selection. 

If you want to select a number of consecutive parameters, you can also select the first parameter, hold 

down the SHIFT key and click on the last parameter. 

6.3.3. Filter layout 

 

Via Indication you control which columns are visible in the result. 

 

You can sort ascending or descending per column.  

You can adjust the column order.  Click    . 

With the arrows   and     you can put a column more forward or backward. 

 

Press OK. To save the layout changes, click     . 

To delete a sort (either ascending or descending), click on the chosen sort in the "Sorting" column and 

press the Delete key. 

 

 

 

6.3.4. Filter lookup 

6.3.4.1. Quick access via symbol list 

 

Open the filter list and choose "Further filter..." at the bottom. 
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Select the filter 

  

and click      . 

6.3.4.2. All filters. 

 

To search all filters, click     .  

And select the filter from the drop-down list/drop-down list. 

 

Press  .  

If you do not find a filter, check whether you are on the correct document (Contract, WOC or 

Measurement). 

Double-click a line in the filter result to go to the details screen. 

 

6.3.5. Manage filters 

 

You can share a filter with a colleague or with an entire user group. 

Click     and select the "Assign" option. 

Check the groups and/or users with whom you want to share the filter and click    

 

 

 

 

You can change a filter name via the option Rename. 

 

You can clear a filter via the Option Clear. 
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Via the Proposal button you can control the number of fields that are visible on the filter screen. 

 

You can choose from the following options: 

➢  Show default fields 

➢  Show all fields 

➢  Show only completed fields 

 

6.3.6. Filters under "Request" 
 

FYI - For those with Avisor via Citrix, this option is not available. If "Avisor via Citrix" is unknown to 

you, this will not apply to you. 

 

You can create filters under Query.  

You can access this via the menu bar File – Form – Request or via the Avisor list or via CTRL+F9.  

"Request" allows you to manage all your filters in 1 screen. 

Via the tab you can choose between Contracts, WOCs and Measurements. 

Once you have made this selection, you can edit all your saved filters via the filter list of the Request 

screen. 

Filters created and saved under Query are not selectable by their respective document type. A filter 

that you create under Query, and that, for example, looks up certain contracts, is not visible in the filter 

list for contracts. These filters created under Query are only visible under Query. 

The method of editing is identical as documented in the Filters chapter. 

Click the Filter button    . 

On the next screen you can define your filter yourself. 

Choose Measurement, WOC or Contract. 

 

 

6.3.7. Transfer to excel 

 

To export the result of a filter to Excel, do the following: 
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You run a filter and select all the lines. (CTRL-A or via the menu bar – Document – Select all 

documents). Then press CTRL-C (or via the menu bar – Edit – Copy). A pop up window will appear. 

 

Here, select the option "Data transfer to Microsoft Excel" and press OK. 

The data is automatically transferred to Excel. 

"Takeover in the provisional archive": this option copies everything in your "working memory", so that it 

can then be pasted into a document (eg. MS Excel). 

6.4. Enter data 

 

 

 

This button provides predefined list boxes.  Clicking on it will open a drop-down menu. 

 

 

This button opens a new window. Here you can make the right choice from an overview, possibly with 
sorting and filters. 
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6.5. Shortcuts 

 

Commands for screens 

➔ [F4] Enable- disable Avisor list 

➔ [F7] Enable- disable Choice List 

➔ [F8] Enable- disable extended Choice list 

➔ [F5] Update screen 

➔ [Ctrl] [F] Filter screen calls 

Document commands 

➔ [Ctrl] [N] Create new document 

➔ [Ctrl] [D] Duplicate existing document 

➔ [Ctrl] [L] Delete document 

➔ [Ctrl] [G] Release document 

➔ [Ctrl] [W] Reject document 

➔ [Ctrl] [A] Select all document 

Other commands 

➔ [F1] Calls Online help function (German)  

➔ [F9] Opens a selection form if provided. 

➔ [Enter] or [Tab] Jump to the next field. 

⚫ With [Enter] you go to the next tab at the end of a tab,  

⚫ [Tab] keeps you on the selected tab. 

➔ [Shift] [Tab] Jump to the previous field. 

Program commands 

➔ [Ctrl] [F1] Switch to "Contract" 

➔ [Ctrl] [F2] Switch to "WOC" 

➔ [Ctrl] [F3] Switch to "Measurement" 

➔ [Ctrl] [F9] Switch to "Query" 

➔ [Ctrl] [S] Save document 

➔ [Ctrl] [P] Print document 

 General editing commands 
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➔ [Ctrl] [Z] Undo last edit 

➔ [Ctrl] [X] Cut 

➔ [Ctrl] [C] Copying 

➔ [Ctrl] [V] Paste 

➔ [Delete] Delete selection 

6.6. Text building blocks 

 

Through text building blocks, you can store and reuse common pieces of text that you use. 

 
To create a text building block, you must first select the document for which you want to create a text 

building block.  

 
Then enter a name for your text building block under "Short text". Under "Long text" you enter the text. 

Click "Add" to save it. 

 

You can share these with your user group by checking this option at the bottom of "Filter criteria". If 

you create a text building block that is visible to your entire user group, make sure that you always use 

the agreed standard naming. 

 

The text building blocks that you define on the tab "Measurement" can be used to enter information. 

 

 

6.7. Colour coding 

 

In Avisor, color coding is used. 

An input field can be marked with the following background colors: 
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green = required entry 

➔ white = input is optional 

➔ grey = no input possible 

➔ orange = incorrect entry 

A document can only be saved if all mandatory fields have been filled in and there are no incorrect 

entries. 

TIP : To know the reason for an incorrect entry, click in the orange field. You will then see the reason 

for the error at the bottom of the Status bar. 

 

 

6.8. Wildcards 

 

• The asterix character '*' is a wildcard, and allows all characters.  
For example, you are looking for a WOC, but you only know that the number series 297 

appears in it.   

At filter WOC search : *297* → result : all WOCs in which 297 occurs, in any place. 

• The question mark '?' is also a wildcard, and allows 1 random character. 
For example You are looking for a contract, but only know the following numbers: 4650024_77 

You enter 4650024?77 in Contract Search and * in version.   

You will then find all Contracts where the question mark can be replaced by any character.   

6.9. Unit price lists ((St)LV's) 

 

(St) LVs are charged in Avisor and are simply called LV's here.  The assigned DCs can be consulted 

by anyone except the external supervisors. 

The LV's can be viewed via the menu bar Extra-LV management. 
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You select the LV you want to view from the list and click on .

 

The details of the LV can be displayed in 3 ways: 

The Classic Way    The Normal Way   List Shape 

 

Prices cannot be consulted via this screen. 

- The calculation is based on the unit price with three decimal places. 

- The total price is shown in measurements with two decimal places. 

You can change the view via the menu bar Tools – Options via the check mark under "Classic search 

tree". 
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When pressing "Print Preview" , you will get a complete overview of all positions, their description 

and the base price. (factor = 1) 

 

Only BASF colleagues at The Buyer can process this data. 

6.10. Send emails 

 

Via the toolbar Add-Ins – SendNotes  you can send e-mails, linked to a WOC. 

There are some recipients predefined: you can indicate them and then press "OK".  

 

You can then add additional recipients and fill in comments in the place provided for this purpose. 
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SendNotes automatically fills in the subject, greeting, and signature. 

To send the email, click on . 

You can close SendNotes via . 

Via the button  you can consult all emails sent for the selected document. You can then 

click on the email in a list and click OK. 

Note 1: The add-in uses the e-mail client (e.g. Outlook) installed on your PC. If you have not started 

your mail-client, you may be asked for the mail-client-password to send an email. 

Note 2: SendNotes determines the signature data via your Avisor user ID 

 

6.10.1. Automatically classify emails from Avisor 
 

Tip : via your mail processing program (eg. Outlook, ...) you can create a specific folder and define a 

rule so that mails from Avisor automatically end up in that folder.  

You could base yourself on sender Avisor-ban@basf.com.  

mailto:Avisor-ban@basf.com
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7. Contracts 

 

7.1. General 

 

The contracts are taken over from SAP and can only be consulted in Avisor via the File – Form – 

Contract  toolbar  or via CTRL + F1 or via the Avisor list.  

 

You can also look up a contract via the filter list: 

➔ based on number and version, 

➔ the active contracts (Free Settlement), 

➔ the inactive contracts (Ready/Reversed), 

➔ on the basis of an LV, 

➔ based on a marker. 

 

When a contract is selected, the contract data is displayed. In the tab, the positions of the contract are 

shown. 

The Classification tab refers to the classification in SAP. 
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In the Protocol tab, among other things, an overview is given of the changes that were made with 

regard to the contract as well as the total order value of the contract and any measurements already 

included. 

 

Print preview of a contract: 

 

The bottom box shows you, after clicking on the Update button, the order value of the framework 

agreement and the totals for wages and material contained in all measurements carried out under the 

contract. The residual value is calculated by the Avisor system. 

Status info contracts: 

Status 31 = free operation (contract(version) is available in AVISOR but not yet released, so contract 

version is not yet used!) 

Status 40 = free settlement (contract (version) is available & released in AVISOR and is therefore used 

when WOCs are created) 

Status 99 = ready (contract(version) is not active in AVISOR and is no longer used for on-demand) 

7.2. Create ATB for contract 

If there is no permanent management contract available for this company, but the company already 

has another contract (e.g. LV contract) in Avisor.  

- Fill in the application form to apply for ATB for a contract for “Lange regie”.  

- Contact ESP/TV about the coordination regarding Avisor entry. 

- Inform the contractor about the method for filling in the control card. (WOC per person or per 

group) 

- If no contract is yet available for this company in Avisor: Contact ESP/TV -> in this case the 

entire route for entering a new contractor company in Avisor will have to be followed. 

The specialist departments do not have to create the ATB themselves. They can request an ATB via 

the form.  https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae19 (link only 

works BASF internally) 

 

  

https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae19
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8. WOC - Contractor assignment 

8.1. Request WOC 

 

The created WOC can be requested in the WOC screen. 

 - either via the filter (My) WOC's Free Settlement 

 - or search via the WOC filter  

 - or via the filter (My) WOCs ifv Order Nr. 

 

Among other things, when using the WOC search  filter and (My) WOCs ifv Order, an extra pop-up 

appears in which extra parameters must be given (with or without wildcards): 

   

Keep in mind that it may take some time (max. 30 min.) before a WOC is created in AVISOR (see 

topic "OCM process model"). After saving the task in SAP, an ATB is immediately created. Every 15 

minutes (at times xxu15 – xxu30, xxu45 and xxu00) the system picks up the released ATBs and 

creates orders for them. Every 10 minutes the created orders are created as WOC in AVISOR.  It is 

therefore possible that when requesting the WOC, the WOC is not yet available in AVISOR and is not 

yet shown.  

Via the button  (refresh) the requested filter can be executed again.  

When a WOC ends up in AVISOR-BASF, it is given the status 'Processing'. This still needs to be 

released and then enters the status 'Free settlement'.   

These WOCs can be requested via the standard filters 'My WOCs Vrij Afrekening' or 'WOCs Vrij 

afrekening'. It is also possible to look up a WOC via the standard filter 'WOC search'.   

More information about the use of filters can be found in the chapter "Filters in Avisor".  

My WOCs ...:D person who created the YBM5 task in SAP is sent from SAP with the WOC to 

AVISOR. This means that the WOC is assigned to this person and he/she can use the filters 'My 

WOC...' request these WOCs. 

For all standard filters starting with 'My...' an additional filtering is therefore carried out on the Avisor 

PIN. Through these filters, the logged-in user only sees the WOCs that have been assigned to him. 

With the other standard filters (without 'My...') no additional filtering is performed on Avisor PIN, but 

only a filtering is done on user group (GID group).  The WOCs that are intended for the user group of 

which you are a part will then be shown. 
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8.2. WOC general 

 

A WOC is an assignment for the contractor to be allowed to carry out a work 

(WerkOpdrachtContractor). 

The WOCs are taken over from SAP and can be requested in the Avisor system via  

the menu bar File – Form – WOC  or via the Avisor list or via CTRL+F2. 

 

8.2.1. Tab "Basic data" 

 

In the tab you will find all WOC data from SAP. The WOC number corresponds to the 

order number from SAP + "-00010"  

 

In the Basic Data tab, the fields "Estimated value" and "Total limit" are visible. These are not visible to 

the contractors. 

The fields "Establishment", "Job Place", "Company" and "Location" are automatically filled in. 

The fields "Receiver" and "Unloading place" are also shown here. 

At the bottom, the data of the SAP user who created the ATB is shown.  Every SAP user (who submits 

WOCs) must have an Avisor pin, otherwise the WOCs will enter the status "VAP-Error".  ESP/TV will 

follow this up and will contact you to correct this. 

Only certain persons (in the context of centralized order intake) can change the Avisor PIN. Please 

contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com . 

Fill in the screen filter : status : 30 (VAP error) 

 

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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To assess whether this person may call on the contract: 

- If not, reverse WOC and inform BASF manager via send-notes. 

- If so, assign GID manually: 

 

 

 

Using the GID to find out the BASF manager: 
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Result: 
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Tick the corresponding GIDs + OK: 

 

 

 

Releasing the WOC: 

 

 

 

If multiple calls are made by the same users on contract, and therefore vap error occurs several times, 

have the relevant GIDs included in the contract by purchase. 

After the WOC has been released to "Free Settlement", the field is "Werkel. End Uitv."  available (next 

to field end of execution). This is intended to report a WOC technically ready by the supervisor. He 

must enter the date field "Werkel. End Uitv."  after the contractor has completed the task. 

NB: Once the WOC has been sent to the contractor, it can no longer be taken back and adjusted. 

8.2.2. Tab "Langtext" 

The tab   contains the long text that was entered in SAP by means of a reference code. 
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Changing the long text 

This text can only be changed if the WOC has not yet been released. The change must be made in 

SAP after which it will be sent to Avisor and the WOC will be overwritten. 

 

8.2.3. Tab "Attachments" 
 

If the WOC from SAP enters Avisor in the status "Edit", there is still the possibility to add an 

attachment (PDF, tif). By default, this attachment is not sent to the contractor and is stated on internal: 

 

In the Attachment menu (or right mouse button) the attachment can be marked as external. The 

attachment is then sent to the contractor. 

  →    

An attachement can not be deleted in Avisor; only “storneren” (cancelling) is possible. In that case, it is 

still in the overview, but “striped”. 
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8.2.4. Tab "Measurements" 

 

In the tab "Measurements" you will get an overview of all Measurements on that WOC. 

  

 

8.2.5. Tab "Protocol" 

 

In the tab "Protocol" you can consult all changes to a WOC. 

You can also enter protocol comments yourself via the menu option Comment document → . 

After entering protocol comments, there is no possibility to change this. 

 

8.2.6. Tab "Transfer" 

 

If a WOC was sent to the contractor, you will find information about this in the "Transfer" tab. 

Exported : shipped WOC 
Last export : most recent → ones will go to "exported" afterwards 
Replacement export : indicates a manually triggered export 
Not exported : 2xday an automatic export takes place 
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8.3. Create WOC from SAP  

 

When a customer (Operations) constructs a task in a customer order, the responsible workplace is 

indicated. The various service providers collect the tasks via the task cockpit by means of their own 

workplace(s).  Services determines who will execute these commands.  When the job needs to be 

performed by a contractor, Services will EITHER modify the customer's existing task (YBM1 becomes 

YBM5) OR create a new task (YBM5). This SAP task is then converted into an Avisor WOC. 

The most up-to-date manual for this can be found via : 

https://www.antwerpen.basf.com/portal/load/fid1958358/Creatie%20van%20een%20Avisor-WOC.pdf 

8.3.1. Create ATB  

 

It is important that a good scope definition (what should or should not be done by the contractor) is 

passed on to the contractor by the client. The scope definition is included in the long text of the task.  

A cost estimate must also precede this = work preparation. This cost estimate is entered as an 

expected value, as well as the total limit. 

If the task has been submitted, the ATB (Order Request) is automatically created. 

 

 

Attention: If the order has already been created, only a limited number of fields can still be changed.  

 

8.3.2. Atb status check  

1. In the task cockpit, select the task and press  

 

In the task cockpit you will immediately see the release status of the ATB. 

2. In the ATB cockpit, the ATB for the selected order is now displayed. 

 

If you have not yet done the US release in the WOC screen, you can  do this 

release here with the button. 

If an order has already been made for this ATB, you will see the order number on the position line. 

https://www.antwerpen.basf.com/portal/load/fid1958358/Creatie%20van%20een%20Avisor-WOC.pdf
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- When only tasks with control code = YBM5 are selected in the task cockpit, only the ATBs linked to 

these tasks are shown in the ATB cockpit. 

 

 - As soon as one task is selected with a control code ≠ YBM5, all ATBs classified on the selected 

order are displayed. 

Double-click on the ATB number to view the ATB. 

3. Check status ATB 

In order to follow up the ATBs that were created from a YBM5 task, a field is provided in the task 

cockpit that clearly indicates the status of an ATB, i.e. status ATB. 

This field provides the following information: 

 The ATB has been created and has been fully released: the ATB can be converted or has 

already been converted into an order (= WOC in AVISOR). The order number is visible in the 

task cockpit as soon as the order is created. 

 The ATB has been created but has not yet been fully released: By selecting the line and 

pressing it    , it can be seen in the ATB cockpit which release still needs to be 

done. 

 The ATB has not yet been created, e.g. because the order has not yet been released 

To see the status of the release process, the 'Display Approval Status' button can be used. This 

function can be used from the ATB (ME53n) as well as from the ATB cockpit. 

  

The information below will then be displayed. 
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8.3.3. Release ATB 

 

Depending on the value entered, the ATB must be released. This must be done by the hierarchical 

responsible (V1 → V5 depending on the value of the ATB). 

The user in question will receive an email for this and can release the ATB. 

After release, an order will be automatically created. 

The release of Avisor ATBs is broadly the same as the release of other ATBs i.e.: 

a) US release (executed immediately or not when creating the YBM5 job) 

b) Release by budget manager (V1, V2, V3 or V4) whereby the amount of the ATB automatically 

determines the level by which the ATB must be released. 

The hierarchy level or the approval limit respectively is determined by the function of the approver. The 

additional application is granted once by the direct supervisor of the approver via the tool "application 

for powers". 

The budget manager is automatically chosen based on the partner role (applicant). This no longer 

requires manual steps. 

Since in the OCM process orders are created by a call-off on a contract (so-called call-off orders), a 

different limit was set for this process for the 1st budgetary release, namely € 10,000 instead of € 

2,500. 

The following shows the general principle.
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For ATBs with an amount ≤ €10,000, a V1 release is in principle required after the US release. 

If the applicant has carried out the US release himself and if the applicant has the V1 authority, the V1 

release will automatically take place in the background.  

If the applicant does not have the V1 authority, the ATBs with an amount ≤ €10,000 will require an 

explicit V1 release. It is therefore important that the necessary attention is paid to this when 

determining the powers (also when new employees are hired). 

If for ATBs ≤ €10,000 the US release is carried out by someone other than the applicant himself, the 

applicant will receive an e-mail and must carry out the V1 release there. 

These mails will make a link with SAP and there the release can be done.   

 

8.3.4. Customize YBM5 task 
When an existing YBM5 job is modified (using the WOC screen from the task cockpit), the system will 

display a warning when saving when the performed change will affect the release status of the ATB.  

In concrete terms, this means that the pop-up below will be shown: 

 

When you answer this question with 'Yes', the change will be made in the ATB and the already 

implemented release(s) will be taken back. The release process will then start again. 

Via the 'No' button you can still ensure that the ATB remains unchanged. 

Note: The use of the WOC screen (from the task cockpit) is strongly recommended. (instead of using 

transaction the IW32) 

 

8.3.5. ATB conversion to WOC 

 

The creation of the order in SAP is done automatically as soon as the ATB has been released. The 

order is automatically forwarded to AVISOR as WOC. 

In AVISOR, the WOC is created with the number of the relevant order in SAP. If desired, the WOC can 

be printed in Avisor and handed over to the contractor. 

8.3.6. Order status check 
 

1.Check if an order has been created on the ATB. 
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The WOC, which is created in AVISOR, will have as reference number the number of the order 

number-position number. 

AVISOR WOC → order number + position number 

e.g. 4552969726-00010 

After the order has been created (automatically) in SAP, a WOC will also be automatically created in 

AVISOR.  This WOC then has the status: 

 

 

The WOC is given the number of the order (order number / position number) eg. 4552969726-00010. 

 

WOC statuses in Avisor 

 

Situation     Status WOC 

 

 

WOC ends up in AVISOR from SAP     

WOC must be released        

WOC incorrectly created / no longer needed, cancel with             

   

Operation 

AVISOR BASF 
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Contractor receives WOC                     

Release WOC with       

Cancel with             

 

 

 

 

Release of the final measurement of a WOC     

Manually ready notification with                  

 

8.3.7. Link attachments to WOC 
Twice a day, the new WOCs with status 'Free Settlement' are sent to the contractors. This is done 

automatically and therefore without the intervention of the supervisor. If you wish to send documents to 

the contractor together with the WOC (PDF and tif only), you can do this by linking the attachment to 

the WOC and marking it as external. However, this must be done before the WOC is sent to the 

contractor. 

Select the WOC (status ‘For Approval’) 

Go to Insert Attachments menu →  

 

Select the attachment.  

Press Open (or double-click the attachment)(steps 4 to 6 can be repeated to mount multiple 

attachments 

 Attention: size of attachments limited to 10 Mb 

By default, this attachment is not sent to the contractor and is stated on internal: 

AVISOR Contractor 

AVISOR BASF AVISOR Contractor 
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In the Attachment menu (or right mouse button) the attachment can be marked as external. The 

attachment is then sent to the contractor. 

  →    

Release WOC via  

 

8.3.8. Printing a WOC 

 

The WOC can be printed if additional plans and documents need to be handed over to the contractor 

so that he can carry out a thorough work preparation.  

1.Select the desired WOC(s).  It is possible to print multiple WOCs at the same time (use CTRL 

simultaneously with left-click to select multiple WOCs). 

2. Press       to show a print preview of the WOC(s) on the screen or   to print it directly to a 

printer. 

Example of a WOC print: 
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Note: 

The WOCs can be requested via the standard filter 'My WOC's Free Settlement'. There is a special 

filter with which WOCs are shown that have not yet been printed, namely the filter '(My) WOC not 

printed'. Of course, there are other filters available with which WOCs can be requested.    

8.3.9. Supervision of the implementation of the WOC 

 

The contractors with their own AVISOR system will receive (import) the WOC into their system. The 

released WOCs (Free Settlement) are sent 2x /day (14h00 & 21h00) to the contractors. 

The contractors without their own AVISOR system will not receive the WOC electronically but will 

receive the order via the BASF supervisor (e.g. via printout). 

The contractor can now carry out the assignment. The BASF supervisor monitors the work. If the 

works are difficult to measure afterwards, they are checked during the execution (e.g. measuring an 

excavation that is replenished the next day, demolition, etc...).  This requires clear agreements 

between BASF's client and the contractor. 

Where time limits are fixed: 

1.Further  supplement permits with proper validity periods or create new permit in the permit 

cockpit  

2.Check  availability of required material 

3.Check availability of required documentation 

4.Make further important agreements with the customer 

When executing the assignment: follow up the contractor. 

8.3.10. Technically ready reporting of a WOC 

 

The technical readiness of a WOC is NOT the same as the preparation of a WOC 

 

1. Technically ready reporting WOC = reporting in AVISOR when the work has been carried 

out.  

➔  filling in the date "Werkel. End of Execution" for the WOC in Avisor. 

The technical readiness of the WOC by the Supervisor must be done as soon as 

possible, i.e. within 5 working days after the technical termination of the assignment by 

the contractor. 

Entering the date 'actual end of execution' can be done in both the status 'For Approval' and in 

the status 'Bill.approved' and put the status GERE in the task in SAP. 
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On the basis of this date, the contractor's term fidelity and settlement discipline (reporting time 

of “performance in houre-rate” (regie)) can be monitored per WOC. 

 

2. Ready to report WOC 

➔ If the contractor's final measurement has been approved by the supervisor (1st approver) 

and the engineer (2nd approver), the WOC automatically receives the status 'Ready'. 

The contractor must enter his final 

measurement in AVISOR within 2 to 3 weeks 

after the technical readiness notification by the 

supervisor. 

1. Make sure that the desired WOC is shown on 

the screen.  

2.Make the tab  of the WOC active. 

3.Enter the date in the field 'Werkel. End Uitv.' 

(format DD/MM/YYYY) or press  to select a 

date in the calendar. 

 

 

 

 

 

The filling of the date 'Actual End of Out', can be 

performed for 1 or more selected WOCs via the 

menu option 'document' → 'Technically ready 

notification' (or right click on selected WOC). 

 

 

 

If 1 WOC 

  

Multiple WOCs 
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8.4. Adapting existing WOC  

Only a few changes that are made in SAP, after the WOC has been created in AVISOR, provide an 

automatic update of the WOC in AVISOR, namely:  

A. Changing the time limits 

B. Change estimated value and/or total limit  

In order to implement the following changes, other procedures must be followed: 

C. Change long text 

D. Change of classification 

E. Change contract 

F. Manual closing of the WOC  

G. Link attachments to WOC 

H. Reopen closed WOC  

When a WOC has already been sent to the contractor, it is no longer possible to make adjustments! 

8.4.1. Changing deadlines 
Sap restricts the task (earliest start and earliest end date have been adjusted) in the following ways: 
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This change is automatically forwarded to AVISOR and is later also visible in AVISOR under "start 

execution" and "end of execution": 

 

 

In the protocol of the WOC it is visible that the WOC has been adjusted ("Updating"). 

 

If the WOC has already been printed, it is recommended to reprint the modified version. 

To forward the changes to the contractor, see the remainder of this chapter. 

 

8.4.2. Via restriction button in task cockpit 
In SAP, go to the task cockpit (Z6V0PM_OPERATION_CPT) in change mode. 

  

In the task cockpit, select the WOC task whose date needs to be changed and press  

 

Enter the desired dates (with time start and end) 

 

Press  
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8.4.3. Via WOC screen in task cockpit 
In SAP, go to the task cockpit (Z6V0PM_OPERATION_CPT) in change mode. 

  

In the task cockpit, select the WOC task whose date needs to be changed and press  

 

Select   and press  

Enter the desired dates and press   

 

8.4.4. Via change task in IW32 
 

In SAP, go to transaction IW32 for the order 

Go to the Deadlines tab for the task that needs to be adjusted 

Then change the curtailment 

 

Press  

 

 

8.4.5. Change estimated value/limit 
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It can be established at different times that the expected value (estimated cost) or the limit must be 

increased: 

A) Before a measurement has been registered, it is found that the estimate is incorrect 

and therefore the order values and the limit must be adjusted. 

B) When performing the plausibility check (by supervisor or engineer), it is determined 

that the total limit is exceeded. 

C) When carrying out the plausibility check (by supervisor or engineer), it is established 

that the total limit is almost exceeded and that further measurements will follow so that 

one can be sure that the total limit is not sufficiently high. 

D) It is established (by checking for measurements with status 'Transfer error') that 

measurements remain in the status 'Transfer error' because of a limit exceedance.  

Changing the estimated value and/or limit must be done in SAP, via the task in the order.  The 

estimated value and limit cannot be adjusted in AVISOR.   

To adjust the limit see topic "Increasing limits". 

8.4.6. Change long text 
If it is determined that the entered long text is incorrect or incomplete, you must adjust this long text in 

SAP.  This is possible as long as the WOC has not yet been forwarded to the contractor. Once 

forwarded, the changes that were made afterwards will no longer end up with the contractor.  

 

8.4.7. Change of classification 
If, after the WOC has already been created in AVISOR, it is determined that the YBM5 task was 

created under the wrong order, one will have to perform one of the actions below to ensure that the 

costs still end up on the correct order. This is because when the WOC is created, the classification is 

recorded and can no longer be adjusted. 

Options: 

Option 1: Close WOC and create a new task on the correct order (= new WOC). 

In AVISOR, the WOC must be given the status 'Ready' and the order in SAP must be closed.  In order 

to obtain this, the supervisor or Engineer will  have to close the WOC manually (see topic "Woc 

ready reporting").  

The supervisor will have to create a new task in SAP on the correct order. For this new task, a new 

WOC is created in AVISOR under which the measurements must be registered. 

Option 2: Register measurements and rebook costs  

This means that the contractor does not have to be notified and he can register the measurements 

under this WOC. However, this means that the BASF supervisor will have to monitor this WOC extra. 

After the Service Entry Sheets have been booked (every 2 weeks), the supervisor will have to ensure 

that the costs are deducted from the order and transferred to the correct order and this as long as 

costs are still registered under this order (rebooking: via controlling).   

Because this method involves risks (costs that one forgets to book), it is recommended to apply option 

1. 

Option 3: Mix of option 1 & 2 

A mix of options 1 & 2 is also possible: namely, to continue the already registered measurement and to 

rebook afterwards + to close the WOC (so that no new measurements can be registered).  If there will 

be further measurements, a new WOC must be created so that the other measurements can be 

registered on the correct WOC. 
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8.4.8. Change contract number 
If, after the WOC has already been created in AVISOR, it is determined that the wrong contract was 

chosen, the WOC must be concluded in AVISOR and a new WOC must be created on the correct 

contract (see topic "Woc ready reporting"). 

If the user also  has the authority to invoke this (admittedly wrong) contract, the WOC will have the 

status 'Free Settlement'. The supervisor or engineer can close the WOC manually (see topic 

"Notifying WOC ready"). If the WOC has already been sent to the contractor, it is advisable to inform 

the contractor of the error (via SendNotes). 

If the user has no authority to call on the contract, the WOC will be given the status 'VAP error' and 

the supervisor will not find his WOC in his filters. The supervisor will have to notify ESP/TV. ESP/TV 

can then manually close the WOC (see topic "Report WOC ready") or assign it to another user. 

The supervisor will have to create a new task in SAP on the correct order and on the right contract. 

For this new task, a new WOC is created in AVISOR under which the measurements must be 

registered. 

8.5. WOC / SAP statuses  

 

The respective user statuses of the SAP tasks are automatically set: based on the status of the WOC 

(in AVISOR BASF): 

 

See also : 

https://www.antwerpen.basf.com/portal/load/fid1958359/Creatie%20van%20taken%20in%20een%20o

rder.pdf  

 

 

8.5.1. WOC ready 
Via 'Document → ready reporting' you can report a WOC ready. This means that measurements can 

no longer be made at the WOC. However, the measurements already received can still be processed 

& settled. 

(FYI - Once a contract has been concluded, the received OM can also be settled, but the limit can no 

longer be increased.) 

https://www.antwerpen.basf.com/portal/load/fid1958359/Creatie%20van%20taken%20in%20een%20order.pdf
https://www.antwerpen.basf.com/portal/load/fid1958359/Creatie%20van%20taken%20in%20een%20order.pdf
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Or select the WOC via the list and report it ready with  

 

 

Enter the reason for the ready notification in protocol comments and press OK. 

 

The status of the WOC changes from  to  

The entered comment is now shown in the protocol at the Ready notification line 

 

Also inform the contractor (Sent Notes) that the WOC has been reported ready so that he can also 

indicate this in his system. 

 

8.5.2. Manual closing of the WOC 
Ultimately, every WOC in AVISOR should end up in the status 'Ready'. In this way, the relevant order 

in SAP is also closed correctly (i.e. final delivery mark is set after booking the received OM; so that it is 

no longer possible to book new (not yet received) OM and so that the obligo is set to 0). The status of 

the SAP job is also set to status GERE (ready) (if this has not already been done). 

Free Settlement Ready 
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FYI - What if IST-OM is under revision and Eind-OM is not? →  WOC is reported ready tgv 

End-OM-processing; then the final delivery sign can be removed in order to be able to process 

the IST-OM (contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com ) 

When the normal process is followed, the final measurement will ensure that the WOC ends up in the 

'Ready' status and both the WOC, the order and the task will be closed correctly. 

However, there are situations in which the WOC is not closed and where additional intervention is 

required, among other things. 

a) The contractor has registered all measurement(s) for a WOC but has not indicated that it concerns 

a final measurement. As a result, the WOC will never be automatically closed. 

b) A WOC was created on the wrong order. Measurements will therefore never be registered under 

this WOC, so no final measurement and consequently the WOC will not be closed. 

c) A WOC was created on the wrong contract. WOC may not be used unless one chooses to rebook 

afterwards. 

d) A WOC was created but afterwards it appears that the task should not be carried out (cancellation 

WOC). 

In these cases, the WOC must be reported manually (by the Supervisor or Engineer) - see WOC ready 

reporting. 

8.5.3. Reopen closed WOC 
When a WOC is reported ready, the order is also closed in SAP. After that, it is no longer possible to 

book costs on this order. This means that measurements (OM) can no longer be converted into 

Service Entry Sheets. 

When the system wishes to book an OM on an order that has already been closed, the following error 

message is given in the protocol: 

Service input is not possible (end entry character is inserted) 

 

 

Attention: it may not be the intention to reopen tasks that have already been completed (by endOM or 

manually ready) in order to carry out additional work and to book costs below. If it concerns a scope 

extension, a new WOC will have to be created. 

It is possible to put a ready reported WOC (= status 'Ready'), back in status 'Free Settlement' as 

follows: (can be done by any BR profile) 

1.Select the WOC 

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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2.Press  

 

The status of the WOC changes from  to    

Important: Please note that the order in SAP is not commercially closed before putting a WOC back on 

free settlement. Avisor may receive measurements from the contractor, but this does not mean that 

they can always be paid.  

Making commercially closed orders available again is only possible through the Finance Department, 

but is almost never possible. 

The WOC responsible can change the status from 'ready' to 'free settlement'. In addition, the Avisor 

Support team can also make this adjustment. It is important that they also inform the WOC responsible 

about this via SendNotes in Avisor. 

 

8.6. WOC Lange Regie   

The settlement of 'Lange Regie' of contractors is done on the basis of WOCs that are created monthly 

by ESP/TVC. 

If a Lange-Regie contract is already available for this company: 

- Check whether the profile of the long-term director employee is available in the linked DCs of 

the contract. If this is not the case → , please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com  

- If the profile is available in the LV → check the rate for this person (contact purchase if 

necessary). If a new profile needs to be created, MSO will also have to maintain a new type of 

performance (individual ‘Verantwoordelijke Werkplaats’ in SAP).  

- The BASF manager fills in the application form for applying for a Lange-Regie-WOC.  

https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae01 

- These monthly WOCs are requested 1 x per year from ESP/TVC. In case of changes in the 

profile or other matters related to the application, please contact 

avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com  

- The BASF manager informs the contractor about the method of completing the control card. 

(WOC per person or per group) 

 

For each TimeSheet, the contractor makes a measurement for the settlement of his performance in 

houre-rate. 

The advantages of the current way of working: 

- All WOCs are created correctly & on time by ESP/TVC 

Ready Free Settlement 

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae01
mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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The creation of WOCs for long-term control (ATB at cost centre) deviates from the standard method 

for WOC production.  

- Settlement at correct prices  

Every month the contractor receives a WOC that is linked to the most recent contract version.  

- 2 measurements per WOC = easy follow-up 

The contractor draws up a measurement of the type 'Ist measurement' for the first part of the month. 

For the second part of the month, the contractor draws up a measurement of the type 'Final 

measurement'. By releasing the 'Final measurement', the status of that WOC is automatically set to 

'Ready'. 

- Simple overview of the “lange regie”-woc's by means of short text 

Syntax WOC: <block field>:LR Year – Month + Initials employee(s) + internal follow-up number 

ESP/TV 

 
- No unnecessary obligo is generated 
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9. OM - Measurement 

 

9.1. OM general 

Header data of a measurement: 

 

• WOC number  

• unique and ascending measurement number 

• type of measurement (Ist-OM or Eind-OM) 

• status (see chapter 'status scheme')  

• short text (= initial short text WOC), possibly adapted by the contractor 

• total limit of the WOC 

• for which company and under which contract number 

• the total value of the measurement 

9.1.1. Tab "Positions" 
 

In the tab "Positions" you will find all the position lines that make up the measurement. 

A position line is constructed by an LV, a position key and a quantity. 

A formula or info field may have been filled in. 

 

 By clicking on this button, the formula with which the quantity was calculated opens. 

This is only possible if there is an x next to the quantity  . 
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 Ditto for the Info field. If there is an x  here, you can view the information that the contractor 

wants to give with this line by clicking on the button  . 

9.1.2. Tab "WOC" 
In the tab "WOC" the most important WOC data are taken over: among other things, the estimated 

value of the WOC, the total limit, the dates of start and end of execution, the date on which the 

measurement was drawn up, the position of function, the recipient and unloading location, the 

classification and the SAP order number and some details of the person who created the ATB in SAP. 

This data is purely informative and cannot be changed. 

 

 

9.1.3. Tab "SES" 
Via the tab "SES" you will find an SES number if the measurement has already been settled in SAP, 

and this together with an SES date. 

 

If something went wrong during the transfer of the measurement to SAP, you will see an error 

message in SES transfer error. In the protocol of the measurement you will find a more extensive error 

message. Vb. 

 

 

ATTENTION 

If you want to do a search on SES date, keep in mind the format in which it was stored: YYYY-MM-DD 

  

 E.g.. 1 April 2014 = 2014-04-01 
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9.1.4. Tab "Classification" 
 

On the tab "Classification" you will find the order number. This data is purely informative and cannot be 

changed. 

  

9.1.5. Tab "Attachments" 
Only the contractors can attach documents to a measurement by selecting the option "Insert..." in the 

menu "Attachments" to select.  

You can open the attachments by right-clicking on them and choosing the "Show" option, or by double-

clicking on the line. 

An attachment can no longer be removed from Avisor. It can only be reversed (Cancel). You can 

reverse attachments by right-clicking on the attachment and choosing the Cancel option.  

A reversed attachment can be taken back. (Undo Cancel)  You can do this by right-clicking on the 

attachment and choosing the "Take Back" option. 

 

ATTENTION 

If you open an attachment and make changes to it, they will NOT  be saved when you close it, even if 

you keep the file. 

You can provide a description for each attachment. 

At the bottom of the tab you can see the number of attachments that are present in the Measurement. 
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9.1.6. Tab "History" 
If there was an error in a measurement and a correction comes in Avisor, we can see the differences 

between all versions of the measurement in the "History" tab.   

You can review an "old" measurement by selecting the line and pressing print preview . 

  

 

9.1.7. Tab "Protocol" 
In "Protocol" you can consult all changes to a measurement. 

You can also enter protocol comments yourself via the menu option "Document" → "comment". 

 

You can see what action was taken, when, who performed the action (V-code and Avisor username) 

and any comments. 
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When returning a measurement, it is mandatory to enter the reason for referral back; which is written 

in the comment field. 

ATTENTION 

After entering protocol comments, there is no possibility to change this. 

If a measurement was sent by the contractor, you will find information about this in the "Transfer" tab. 

9.1.8. Tab "Transfer" 
In this tab, the statuses are displayed as the contractor sees them in his Avisor. Vb.  

"BASF Input" says that the measurement sent to Avisor-BASF by the contractor has been well 

received.  

"BASF Point back" says the contractor that the measurement was rejected by BASF and that he must 

correct it.  

"BASF booked" says the contractor that the measurement has come on the summary. 

 

 

Process-step Status 
BASF-
Avisor 

Status 
Contractor-
Avisor 

When for the 
Contractor-Avisor-
process? 

What in 
Citrix-
Avisor? 

When for 
the Citrix-
Avisor-
process? 

When a BOQ is 
being exported 
by contractor & 
imported into 
BASF Avisor 

For 
Approval 

BASF Input 
= BASF Inbox 

Only at specific timings 
during the day 

BASF 
Input = 
BASF 
Inbox 

Directly 
upon 
import? 
Only at 
specific 
timings 
during the 
day? 

Through-out 
the internal 
BASF-check-
phases 

(different 
statuses)  

BASF Input  
(they don't see 
transparency into 
our process = OK 
and fine for me) 

Not relevant  BASF 
Input = 
BASF 
Inbox 

Not relevant  

When BOQ is 
begin checked 
and receives 
"Transfer" 

Transfer BASF Booked = 
BASF Billed 

Exported only once! 
(send != received!) 
when a new WOC is 
created at BASF to 
contractor OR latest 2 
or 3 days later 
(automatic run) 

BASF 
Booked = 
BASF 
Billed 

Each night 
at 01:00  

When BOQ has 
status "HOST" 

Host BASF Booked = 
BASF Billed 

  BASF 
Booked = 
BASF 
Billed 
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9.2. Create measurements 

 

1. Make sure that the measurements screen is shown. 

2. Create a new measurement document: 

 right-click and choose 'New Document' or CTRL+N 

 

 

TIP : If you are on the correct WOC in the WOC screen, you can create a new measurement 

as follows. 

Click on the feet  or CTRL-R.  

Avisor remembers the WOC number and will take over the WOC number when creating a new 

document (measurement).  

3. Enter the WOC number  or use the button     to request an overview 

of the WOCs.  

The person who enters a measurement will see here the list of all released WOCs (status = free 

settlement). WOCs in status Ready, Closed, Edit or Reversed cannot be selected. 

4. Select the correct WOC and press   

 

5. The WOC data will be included in the new measurement (including WOC number, contract, ...) 
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If measurements already exist for the WOC, a new measurement number will be assigned. 

The measurement is given the status 'Setup'. The short text is taken from the WOC. It is 

possible to adjust the short text of the measurement. This short text will be used on the 

summary. 

E.g. For long-term assignments for which various settlements will be drawn up (weekly, 

monthly), more clarity can be created via the short text. E.g. WOC monthly rent 

-  OM00001: Rent 04/2021 

-  OM00002: Rent 05/2021 

Both texts (short text WOC & short text OM) are mentioned on the summary. 

6. Choose the type of measurement  

If it concerns the last measurement for the WOC, this must also be indicated as Final 

measurement. 

After the final measurement has been drawn up, released and booked as an SES, you can no longer 

create a new measurement on this WOC.   

7. Make sure the tab   is active 

 

After setting up one or more Measurement(s), you must press the "Export" and "Send" buttons 

(CTRL+F12). 

! SETTLEMENT FILE 

For each measurement, a respective settlement file can be drawn up by the contractor and handed 

over to the BASF supervisor.   
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The content and structure of this file is discipline-specific and is explained in detail by the various 

specialist services / settlement control ESP / TV. 

No measurement will be released by the BASF supervisor without the presence of a complete and 

correct settlement file. 

! TIMING 

The measurements must be forwarded to BASF as soon as possible within the timeframe set out in 

the framework contract.  

9.2.1. Entering unit prices from (St)LV 

1. If LV is known, specify LV in ➔ proceed to step 5 or press     to find the correct LV. 

 

Because a contract was chosen when creating the task in SAP, it has already been determined for the 

created WOC which LV's can / may be used when entering the settlement.  For each contract / version 

it is determined which LV's and prices can be charged. 

The LVs shown are the LCs that apply to the contract. It is therefore not possible to settle something 

that does not include the contract (or Specifications). 

The status of the measurement changes from 'Setup' to 'For Approval' as soon as the measurement is 

saved. 

 

2. Choose the correct LV from the list and press  

 

3. The selected LV is taken over. 
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4. Enter the position key (xx.xx.xx.xx.xx) ➔ proceed to step 8. or click    to select a position key. 

By entering/selecting position keys, it is determined what is settled and at what unit price. It is only 

necessary to select the correct specifications, thereby determining the correct position key and then 

the quantity. 

The B/K field is filled in automatically.  

You can select a position key in different ways. 

 

 4A: by entering number per number in the input fields(via TAB you can jump to the next 

position)When entering a value, a next list is shown with the possible values for the entered value. 

 

4B: It is also possible to use the classic search tree for this.  You can set this via the menu "Tools" → 

"Options" → tab "Measurements: Classic search tree". 

 

 Example classic search tree: 

 

 

4C: by clicking a position key with the mouse.    

Each time a number is clicked on, the selected number is placed at the top of the position key.     

 Procedure: 

1. You click with the mouse in the 1st (white background) drop-down list an item from the 

list. 
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2. You go down with the mouse, to the 2nd level (grayed out).  If you move the mouse 

over this, this box is activated (white background), and you can choose the 2nd 

position here. 

 

5. Repeat this until all positions of the position number have been entered and the position number is 

shown in full at the top.  

 

6. With a complete and correct number, the button is    activated and the accumulated 

position number can be accepted via this button. The full number is transferred to the Position Key 

field. 

 

 

7. The unit and unit price are filled in automatically and cannot be changed, as they were taken from 

the selected LV. 
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8. Enter the quantity (max. 3 digits after the comma) and press enter to calculate the total price or 

press   to include the calculation of the quantity (formula) in the measurement. 

9. In the formula window, enter the formula to be applied + any text for clarification (between " " ).  

 

When using the formula window: 

the standard calculation order applies i.e.  

 1. raising power 

 2. multiplication and division 

 3. square root  

 4. addition and subtraction 

Of course, the use of parentheses is recommended, because this can both affect the order and 

increase the readability.  

 

 The following formula is correct, but still causes confusion:  

  2 * 4 + 1 * 5      (=13) 

 The legibility increases when round hooks are used: 

  (2*4) + (1*5)     (=13) 

By using " (double quote) one can add comments in the formula window. The text between " " is then 

ignored by the program. 

10. The result of the entered formula is shown. 

Press     . 

 

11. The result is shown in quantity and the total price of the position is calculated. 

When a formula is used in the calculation of the quantity, an x is shown next to the quantity.  
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12. The total value of all measurement lines is also calculated automatically (= value of the 

measurement). 

  

13. The description of the position key shall be reproduced as the short text of the measurement. 

There is the possibility to add additional comments to this measurement line. 

Press       info. 

 

14.Fill in comment in the Position Text screen and press  

 

When additional text (comment) has been created for a measurement line, this is indicated by an x. 

The additional comment, which can be added to each measurement line, is also shown when printing 

the measurement. 

Use the info field to provide more information regarding the position.  

 

Attention: scales are applied automatically but only per measurement line. Staffing refers to a pricing 

per piece/unit that depends on the quantity. 

I.e. when splitting into different measurement lines, a different scale can be applied than is the case 

with one joint measurement line. 

 

15. Add further lines to a measurement 

 

Tip: 
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Place the cursor in the LV field of a new empty line:- Press Enter to take over the selected LV from the 

previous line.- Press + to take over both the selected LV and the position key from the previous line.- A 

measurement line can be copied completely by selecting them,  then right-click copy. Now position the 

cursor in the right place and right-click for Paste there. The entire line (including formulas and text) 

was copied. 

 

 

Working with subtotals: 

Select the measurement line where you want the subtotal to begin. 

 

Right-click the block that contains the line number and choose Insert Text Line or press ctrl-T 

 

Enter the subtotal name in the Position Texts pop-up, and press OK. 

16. When all measurement lines have been entered: press    to save the measurement. 

17. The measurement now has status Operation 

 

18. Press  to release the measurement.  
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19. Press   

20. The measurement has now been released and can no longer be adjusted. 

 

 

By clicking on a measurement in the drop-down list on the right, you get a context menu. Here you can 

duplicate a measurement if you eg. always have to make the same kind of measurement. You must 

then select the correct target WOC when duplicating. 

21. The status of the measurement changes from "Free Settlement" to "Supplier Correction" 

If after release of a measurement it is determined that there is still an error in the measurement, then 

the measurement must be returned via the button     .  

The BASF supervisor will also have to take back the measurement in Avisor BASF. 

 

When a contractor releases a measurement in his Avisor system, it is not yet available in Avisor BASF. 

22. The measurement has been released and must be forwarded to BASF. 

The measurement can no longer be adjusted. 

Forwarding to BASF is done by pressing the Export and Send button or by using the key combination 

CTRL+F12. 

 

 

23. Now you can press OK. 

Do not change the email address, otherwise the Measurement will not be processed by Avisor BASF. 

  

24. Avisor now shows a progress indicator. 
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25. Since a confirmation email is returned per Export, the following procedure is recommended: 

1. Run the filter 'OM without export' once a day. 

2. Select all OM in the list (with key combination CTRL-A) 

3. Press the Export & Send button. 

26. After exporting and sending, Avisor displays a protocol.  This shows whether the export went 

smoothly. You can print or close this protocol. 

Only one confirmation email will be returned containing an overview of all the measurements just sent. 

After the OM has been received by the BASF-Avisor system, an attempt is made to import this OM into 

basf's Avisor system. 

If this is correct, an email will be returned with 'OK' in the subject.  This means that the OM was 

received by BASF. 

"OK" in 'subject' of the mail 

If the contractor exports a measurement, he will receive a confirmation email with additional 

information about the transfer of the measurement. 

When the 'subject' of the mail says "OK", you immediately see that the transfer of the measurement 

has been done correctly. 

At the bottom of the mail is additional information about the transfer. 

Remark: both the contractor and the BASF supervisor receive this e-mail 
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"nOK" in 'subject' of the mail 

When the 'subject' of the mail says "nOK", this means that the transfer of the measurement was not 

successful. 

At the bottom of the mail are the error messages listed and / or additional information about the 

transfer. 

 

 The BASF supervisor must be contacted before these measurements can be resent. 

Most common problems: 

If in the BASF-Avisor system the WOC is in status Ready, no new OM can be imported. 

If the OM is already present in the BASF-Avisor system but not in the status Correction Lev. or 

Correction, this OM cannot be overwritten. 

In the previous example is the message that the old measurement cannot be exceeded. A possible 

cause is that the BASF supervisor did not resign the OM. 

Remark: both the contractor and the BASF supervisor receive this e-mail 

9.2.2. Enter Regie-hours (performance in houre-rate) (Lohnstunden) 
For all positions with the unit "LStd" (Lohnstundenerfassung), a time registration by name must be 

entered in Avisor. 

This entry is done in a separate input screen where all data is checked for accuracy. This data will then 

be automatically transferred to the measurement.  

For the software to function properly, the latest version of Avisor must be installed.  

For each position (read job profile), the following information must be entered: 

• Employee's personnel number 

• Name of the employee 

• Date  

• Start time 

• End 

• Number of hours without break 
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A double entry is not possible. An employee cannot be reported at the same time on another job profile, 

Measurement and/or WOC. 

Below is a "Best-Practice" example of how to set up a measurement: 
Order: 

1. Basic hours per position, per day (date of start of work), per person 
2. Supplements (Total of the above persons) 

 

9.2.2.1. Input screen for control hours (unit Lstd) 

 

When a position key is entered with the unit "LStd", the input screen opens automatically after [TAB] or 

[Enter], either manually with [F9], or after selecting [..]. 
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The input screen is divided into 2 parts. The upper part is intended to make a new entry, the lower part 

gives an overview of the data already entered on the relevant WOC (both the measurement where one 

is entering at that moment and any others). 

When leaving the input screen with [OK], the total number of hours without pause per measurement is 

rounded to 2 decimal places and taken over as a quantity in the measurement. 

9.2.2.2. Data entry 

The fields Personnel-No, Date (default on current date), Start-Time, End-Time and Hours without Break 

must always be filled in. 

The names with the personnel numbers can be selected from a list: 

 

Supplementing / managing / maintaining this list can be done with the button below: 

 

The Personnel-No input field  is a self-learning list. If an unknown value is entered directly in the field, 

the following message will appear. 

 

By confirming with [Yes] one enters the screen for the management of names and personnel no. 
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To facilitate the entries for the Date, Start-Time, End-Time and Hours without Pause  fields, these can 

be automatically supplemented with proposal values: 

Field Input Value 

Date 1 The value is supplemented with the current Month and Year 

Date 1.1 The value is supplemented with the current Year 

Time 8 The value is supplemented by the minutes :00 

Hours 1 The value is rounded to quarters with 2 decimal places 

 

Entering the times must be done with rounding in quarters:  

• Start-Time: Round up (07:52 becomes 08:00) 

• End-Time: Rounding down (16:52 becomes 16:45) 

Multiple entries (times and/or employees) can be made per position key.  

By pressing the floppy disk symbol, the check on duplicate entries will be done and saved at OK. 

In addition to the mandatory fields and the check between Start/End Time and consistency on the 

number of Hours without a Break, Avisor checks whether the personnel number has not been reported 

back on another measurement in the specified time frame. If this would be the case, one will receive the 

notification on which WOC – Measurement this is the case, vd: 

 

9.2.2.3. Edit entered Data 

 

The lower part of the input screen shows all entered data of the relevant WOC. The lines with the 

white background are those of the current position key. The ones with the dark background are from 

other position keys within the same measurement or other measurements within the same WOC. The 

order is descending to Date and Start-Time. 

 

Only the white lines can be adjusted immediately. If you want to adjust the dark line, you have to go to 

the relevant measurement. 
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You can adjust by selecting a white line with the right mouse button: 

• Select all 

• Edit 

• Wipe 

After selecting [Select All], one will get the following message: 

 

Confirmation with [Yes] erases the white line in the lower part and takes over the data in the upper part 

of the input screen. The data can now be adjusted. 

9.2.2.4. Personnel number (Pass@ge) 

 

The personnel number to be used is the CPN number from Pass@ge. This number can be obtained in 

the following way: 

https://passage-europe.basf.com/irj/portal/passage?guest_user=Guest_PASSAGE  

In Pass@ge, go to [My Employees] 

 

 

By printing [Search] one gets a list of all employees. Here you will find the personnel number.  

Please note: any periods and commas (depending on the computer language setting) may not be 

copied  

https://passage-europe.basf.com/irj/portal/passage?guest_user=Guest_PASSAGE
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9.2.2.5. Lohnstunden conflicts 

There are 4 possible scenarios if the pop-up appears with the message that there are duplicate entries: 

1. The LStd entry in the aforementioned measurement in the pop-up is correct and has been paid. 

2. The LStd entry in the aforementioned measurement in the pop-up is correct and has not been paid. 

3. The LStd entry in the aforementioned measurement in the pop-up is incorrect and has not been paid. 

4. The LStd entry in the aforementioned measurement in the pop-up is incorrect and has been paid. 

Conduct: 

1. The measurement that was attempted to be released, rejected and corrected by the contractor. 

2. The measurement that was attempted to be released, rejected and corrected by the contractor. 

3. Reject the measurement mentioned in the pop-up and have it corrected by the contractor. Only when 

this correction has been made, there is no longer any conflict and the other measurement can be 

released. 

4. If this situation occurs, no correction can be made to the incorrect measurement.  The measurement 

that was attempted to be released must then be rejected and sent back to the contractor. He adjusts 

the date to what it should have been in the other measurement already paid. The contractor must 

clearly comment on this adjustment in the measurement and offer it again for approval. The 

measurement can now be released. 

9.2.3. Workmethod Lange Regie (performance in houre-rate) 
 

For the first part of the month, make a measurement of the type 'Ist-OM'. 

For the second part of the month, make a measurement of the type 'End-OM'. 

-> By making a Final Measurement, the WOC automatically gets the status 'ready'. 

The advantage of monthly WOCs is that there is a simpler follow-up of the services, whether or not 

settled.  

 
 

9.2.4. Add attachments to a measurement 
Attachments are limited in size to 2 MB per piece. Only certain file types are allowed: TIFF and PDF. 

Per WOC or measurement you may have a maximum of 5 Mb attachments.  
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In order to attach an attachment to the contractor in a WOC that has already been sent to the 

contractor and to deliver it to the contractor, you must point the WOC back to the status "operation". 

Then you add the attachment and release the WOC back to the status "free settlement". The WOC will 

be sent again to the contractor. 

Inserting attachments can be done via the menu bar "Attachments" – "Insert". 

 

9.3. Checking measurements  

 

Each measurement is subject to the following checks before it is paid: 

-  External supervisor (optional) 

-  BASF Supervisor (mandatory)   BR profile 

-  BASF Engineer (mandatory)   SU profile 

-  ESP/TV (via sample-taking principle) 

If a measurement is passed by all checks, it will then be placed on a summary statement. This 

summary is the basis for the invoice. 

Via the menu bar "Document" – "Release document" you can release a measurement.  Via the 

menu bar Document – Document back you  can point back a measurement. Here you are obliged to 

specify the reason for the referral back.  

Adding comments in the protocol can be done via menu bar  Document – Comment. 

Entered comments will be visible in the "Protocol" tab and can NOT be changed. 

 

9.3.1. Control by external supervisor 
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Control by the external supervisor only applies to the disciplines where the control by external 

supervisors is provided for, e.g. EMR, KIS, Piping, Transport.  

1. Make sure the measurement screen is active.  

2. Select the filter '(My) OM Free Operation' → measurements to be checked by you 

3. The measurements with status 'Free Processing' are shown of the WOCs that were created by the 

logged-in Supervisor in SAP. 

 

 

The person (external/internal supervisor) who has been assigned the YBM5 task in SAP (field 

applicant) is sent from SAP with the WOC to AVISOR. This means that the WOC is assigned to this 

person and he/she can use the filters 'My WOC...' request these WOCs.  He can request the 

measurements of these WOCs via 'My OM ...'. 

My OM ... 

For all default filters starting with 'My...' an additional filtering is performed on the Avisor PIN. Through 

these filters, the logged-in user only sees the OM of the WOCs that have been assigned to him. 

With the other standard filters (without 'My...') no additional filtering is performed on Avisor-PIN, but 

only a filtering is done on user group. The OM concerning WOCs that are intended for the user group 

of which you yourself are a part, will then be shown. 

4. Select the measurement  

5. Take the settlement file (OM) of the WOC that one wishes to check and carry out the plausibility check 

(see plausibility check). If OK => 9.4.2 Release by External SupervisorIfference If Not OK => 9.4.3 

Disapproval by External Supervisor 
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9.3.2.  Release by External Supervisor 
1. Select the measurement(s)  

2.Press     to release the selected measurement(s) 

 
  

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

The contractor must ensure that the settlement file reaches the relevant supervisor, or has been fully 

scanned as an annex in Avisor. For each discipline, the content of the settlement file was determined 

as well as what the plausibility check includes. This information can be found in the ESP/TVC 

database. (richtlijn plausibiliteitscontrole – only BASF-internal info) 

https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae06  

 

Upon release:  

The "Protocol" tab of the measurement indicates when and by whom a measurement was released. 

 

 

9.3.3. Disapproval by External Supervisor 
1. Select the measurement(s) in status "Operation" 

2. Press      to reject the selected measurement(s).  

 

https://d2.documentum.basf.net/D2/?docbase=Basant&locateId=090119448020ae06
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3.Fill in a mandatory comment (reason of disapproval) and press  

 

The status of the measurement(s) changes from   to  

TIP : When a measurement in the AVISOR BASF system is returned to status Correction Lev.  this 

means that the OM is only re-assigned in the BASF system. The supervisor must inform the contractor 

of the change back as well as the reason for the referral back.   

4.Send an email (SendNotes) to the contractor so that he is informed.  

 

5.Choose the contractor's email address and fill in the message. (when sending the mail, a salutation and 

signature are automatically added).  
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6.Press    

 

The Protocol tab of the measurement indicates that an e-mail has been sent. The e-mail can be 

requested in SendNotes of AVISOR (button History). 

 

9.3.4. Release by External Supervisor after Correction by Supplier 
1. Select the measurement(s) in status "Back Voorl. Lev" 

2.Press  to release the selected measurement(s) 

  

The status of the measurement(s) changes from  to   

This step is only performed when the supplier has corrected and retransmitted its measurement (which 

was initially rejected by the external supervisor). The external supervisor will therefore also have to 

follow up the OM with the status 'Submit back to Lev.'. This also means that the contractor must 

ensure that any corrected settlement file reaches the relevant supervisor. The external supervisor will 

then carry out his check.   

If a check shows that the measurement is correct, the OM can be released. If the measurement is still 

not correct, the external supervisor may reject it again (9.5.2.2 Reject measurements by external 

supervisor).  The status then changes from 'Submit Lev.' back to 'Correction Lev.'.   

 

9.3.5. Cancellation release by External Supervisor 
 

1. Make sure the measurement screen is active. 

2. Select the filter 'My OM Vrij Technisch Ext' so that the measurements are shown that can still be 

returned. 

3. The measurements in status 'Vrij Technisch' are shown of the WOCs that were created by the logged-

in Supervisor in SAP. 
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A release can still be cancelled. This is possible as long as the next release (to the next state) has not 

yet been performed. An external supervisor can only  undo his release (i.e. return status 'Free 

Technical Ext' to 'Edit'). 

   

4. Select the measurement(s) for which you want to take back the approval 

   

5.Press  to cancel the release of the selected measurement(s).  
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6.Fill in a mandatory comment (reason for cancellation) and press  

 

The status of the measurement(s) changes from   to   

 

9.3.6. Supervisory control 
 

1. Make sure the measurement screen is active.  

2. Select the filter '(My) OM Operation' (or (My) OM Vrij Technisch Ext.) so that the measurements to be 

released are shown. 

3. The measurements with status 'Free Processing' are shown of the WOCs that were created by the 

logged-in Supervisor in SAP. 

  

4. Select the measurement  
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If external supervisors are used, the supervisor will not have to check and release the measurements 

in status 'Free Processing' (then carried out by the external supervisor), but the measurements with 

status 'Vrij Technisch Ext.'   

5. Take the settlement file (OM) of the WOC that one wishes to check and perform the plausibility check 

(see (see  http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-

servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729)If OK => 9.3.7 

Release by the SupervisorIndien Not OK => 9.3.8 Rejection by the Supervisor 

 

 

9.3.7. Release by the Supervisor 
 

1. Select the measurement(s) 

2.Press  to release the selected measurement(s).  

 

  

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

The contractor must ensure that the settlement file reaches the relevant supervisor, or has been fully 

scanned as an annex in Avisor. For each discipline, the content of the settlement file was determined 

as well as what the plausibility check includes. This information can be found in the ESPTC database.  

This can be consulted via link http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-

servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/370777BDC54C7512C1257E90005F3A78  

Upon release:  

The Protocol tab of the measurement indicates when and by whom a measurement was released. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729
http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729
http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/370777BDC54C7512C1257E90005F3A78
http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/370777BDC54C7512C1257E90005F3A78
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9.3.8. Disapproval by the Supervisor 
 

1. Select the measurement(s)  

2.Press    to reject the selected measurement(s).  

 

  

3.Enter a mandatory comment (reason for disapproval) and press  

 

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

 

When a measurement in the AVISOR BASF system is returned to status Correction Lev.  this means 

that the OM is only re-assigned in the BASF system. The supervisor must inform the contractor of the 

change back as well as the reason for the referral back.   

4.Send an email (SendNotes) to the contractor so that he is informed. 

 5.In the selection screen, select who you want to send the mail to. E.g. When you choose the first 

option, the mail is sent to the supplier and the BASF supervisor is cc.  
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6.Press    

In the Protocol tab of the measurement it is indicated that an e-mail has been sent.  The mail can be 

requested in SendNotes of AVISOR (button History). 

 

9.3.9. Release by Supervisor after Correction by Supplier 
 

1. Select the measurement(s) in status "Back Voorl. Lev"  

2.Press  to release the selected measurement(s) 

   

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

This step is only carried out when the supplier has corrected and resubmitted his measurement (which 

was initially rejected by the supervisor). The supervisor will therefore also have to follow up the OM 

with the status 'Submit back to Lev.'. This also means that the contractor must ensure that any 

corrected settlement file reaches the relevant supervisor. The supervisor will then carry out his check. 

If a check shows that the measurement is correct, the OM can be released. If the measurement is still 

not correct, the supervisor can reject the measurement again (9.3.8 Reject by the Supervisor). The 

status then changes from 'Submit Lev.' back to 'Correction Lev.'.   

9.3.10. Cancellation release by supervisor 
1. Make sure the measurement screen is active. 

2. Select the filter 'My OM Vrij Technisch' so that the measurements are shown that can still be returned. 

3. The measurements in status 'Vrij Technisch' are shown from the WOCs that were created by the 

logged-in Supervisor in SAP. 
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If in the meantime the Engineer has released the measurement to the next status (status 'Free 

Settlement'), a supervisor can no longer refer the measurement back. 

 

 

4. Select the measurement(s)  

5.Press  to cancel the release of the selected measurement(s) 
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6.Fill in a mandatory comment (reason for cancellation) and press  

 

The status of the measurement(s) changes from     to  

 

9.3.11. Control by engineer 
 

1. Make sure the measurement screen is active.  

2. Select the filter '(My) OM Vrij Technisch' so that the measurements that need to be released are 

shown. 

3. The measurements with status 'Vrij Technisch' are shown. 

  

 

4. Select the measurement   
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For each user code, it was determined via which profiles the user can log in to AVISOR. When logging 

in, the available profiles are shown and a profile must be selected. 

Difference between Profile Supervisor and Engineer:  

Example diagram for clarification: 

 

5. Take the settlement file of the WOC that one wishes to check and perform the plausibility check (see  

http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-

servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729) If OK => 9.3.12 

Release by the EngineerIf not OK => 9.3.13 Rejection by the Engineer 

9.3.12. Release by the Engineer 
1. Select the measurement(s) 

2.Press  to release the selected measurement(s).  

  

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

The Protocol tab of the measurement indicates when and by whom a measurement was released. 

  

http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729
http://d2-links.basf.net:8080/notes-servlet/euappl03/C1256FA1002CB5D0/0/77C785E7ABD6A2B9C1258004004BE729
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When the final measurement has been released, the WOC will automatically receive the status 'Ready'. 

  

As a result, the status of the task in SAP is set to status GERE.  

As soon as all measurements of a WOC have been booked, the final delivery mark is automatically 

placed in the SAP order. The order is therefore closed and the obligo is reduced to 0€. 

When the WOC was not automatically set to the status 'ready' if the contractor eg. has not forwarded a 

final measurement, one must manually set the status 'ready' at WOC level to bring the obligo to 0 €. 

In the Protocol tab of the WOC you can then find when the WOC was automatically reported. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.3.13. Rejection by the engineer 
 

It is not the intention that the Engineer contacts the contractor, this is the task of the supervisor. To 

notify the supervisor, do the following: 

1.Send an email (SendNotes) to the Supervisor so that he is aware of the referral back or contact us. 

2. Choose the supervisor's email address and fill in the message. 
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3. Press    

9.3.14. Cancellation release by Engineer 
 

1. Make sure the measurement screen is active. 

2. Select the filter '(My) OM Free Settlement' so that the measurements are shown that can still be 

returned. 

3. The measurements in status 'Free Settlement' are shown. 

  

The approved measurements (status 'Free Settlement') are forwarded from Avisor to SAP every 2 

weeks (if not subject to additional sample control by ESPTC). These are therefore measurements that 

have been approved by the engineers. If a measurement has already been forwarded to SAP, the 

engineer can no longer refer the measurement back. 

4. Select the measurement(s)  
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5. Press  to cancel the release of the selected measurement(s) 

  

6. Fill in a mandatory comment (reason for cancellation) and press  

 

The status of the measurement(s) changes from    to  

In the Protocol tab of the measurement it is indicated when and by whom a measurement was 

returned with the comments that were entered. 
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9.4. Correcting measurements 

The measurements are forwarded to AVISOR BASF and are subject to a check (together with the 

settlement file) by:  

- external supervisor (= optional) 

- supervisor BASF / basic planner (1st approver) 

- engineer BASF (2nd approver) 

- Technical contract management ESP/TV BASF (based on a sample check). 

They approve the measurement by releasing the measurement or reject it by referral back / mail to the 

contractor 

 

9.4.1. Correction by the contractor 
If the contractor receives the message that the measurement is not correct, he must correct it. The 

following steps must be carried out before he can adjust anything to the measurement: 

1. Go to the metering screen 

2. Find the measurement via filter 'OM Vrij afrekening' or 'OM ifv WOC' 
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3. Select the measurement 

4. Press     to point back the measurement 

5. The status of the measurement changes from    to  

6. The measurement can now be corrected 

  If fully modified, the measurement must be released again 

7. Press    to release the measurement 

8. The status of the measurement changes from   to  

9. The measurement must now be forwarded to BASF. (filter OM without export) To do this, click 

next button.  

 

10. Next window will appear. Press OK. 

 

11. The selected measurement will be sent. 
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Do not change the proposed email address (Avisor-ban@basf.com ), otherwise the measurements will 

not reach BASF! This is no longer relevant for Avisor via Citrix. 

After sending you will receive a confirmation : 

  

9.4.2. Correction after sample control by ESP/TV 
 

Each batch must carry out a check. If the statement is considered correct, it must be released in 

AVISOR BASF.  

If a check (revision) shows that the measurement contains errors, ESP/TV (BASF) will return the 

measurement, giving it the status 'Correction'. ESP/TV corrects the measurement and sets it to the 

status 'Submit back', notifies the contractor who, after approval, signs the correction. ESP/TV releases 

the measurement and it is given the status 'Free Settlement' and is included on the next collection 

statement.  

For each referral back, the reason for the referral must be indicated in the system, so that this reason 

can be determined afterwards. 

 

9.5. Limits  

9.5.1. Control limits 
If the total value of the WOC exceeds the specified limit, the booking cannot take place. Upon release 

of a measurement, a check will take place. If the limit is not sufficient, there will be a pop-up that will 

alert you to this. You can release the measurement, but the limit of the ATB in SAP must be increased 

because no booking can be made in SAP, this leads to a Transfer error. 

The exception is long-term woc ́s, these limits are centrally increased by ESP/TV. 

9.5.2. Increase limits 
When creating a new ATB, the internal partners are filled (based on the task) and the release strategy 

is attracted.  A release of the ATB (US and budgetary release) is necessary so that the ATB is 

converted into an order. 

mailto:Avisor-ban@basf.com
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When changing an ATB, the release is restored and a new release of the ATB is required (US and 

budgetary release). 

Time when limit/estimated value update may be required: 

A) If the plausibility check (supervisor) shows that the limit is exceeded 

B)  ESP/TV will carry out an additional check on the settlement date for WOCs for which the limit 

is exceeded (Transfer errors) and will take the necessary actions by contacting the relevant 

BASF supervisor. 

A. Adjusting expected value and limit in plausibility control (supervisor) 

Each measurement must be checked and released by the supervisor and by the engineer (= 

plausibility check).  Among other things, comparing the total value of the settlements against the limit 

is part of this plausibility check.   

If a supervisor, while carrying out the check, determines that the limit has been exceeded, the limit will 

have to be adjusted. If the Final Om is not yet available and therefore settlements will follow, a new 

estimate will have to be carried out.   

The supervisor will have to adjust the expected value and the limit in the ATB (from order): 

1. Request the order in the SAP task cockpit (Z6V0PM_OPERATION_CPT)  

2. Switch to change mode via  

3. Select the right task 

4. Press   

5. Select  and press  

 

6. Change the total limit and/or expected value 
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7. Save the change     (this will make US release instantly) 

If no additional budgetary release is required, the ATB is fully cleared and visible in the task cockpit by 

the status  in the STATUS ATB field. If  an additional budgetary release is required, the status is 

shown in the task cockpit  until the responsible person(s) has released the ATB. 

If additional budgetary release is required, the person responsible will automatically be notified by 

email and can release the ATB. 

In AVISOR, the supervisor will  add protocol comments to the relevant WOC. In this way, when 

consulting the WOC, it is always clear that the limit/estimated value in the ATB has been adjusted. In 

the protocol comment, the supervisor will explain the reason for the adjustment. 

Call up the WOC in AVISOR 

Go to the 'Document' menu and choose 'Comment' OFselect the WOC, press right mouse button and 

choose Comment 

 Fill in the protocol comment. 

 

Press  

In the tab "Protocol" the entered comment can be viewed: 
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9.6. Cancelling / reversing measurements 

If a measurement needs to be reversed because, for example, it has been entered twice, or can no 

longer be settled, you can do this by sending an e-mail to avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com and 

asking for the measurement to be reversed, with a reason. 

  

mailto:avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com
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10. Avisor via Citrix  

 

 

 

Avisor4Suppliers 

Avisor via Citrix 
user instructions 
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10.1. Introduction 

 

Citrix is a digital platform in the form of a website where you can log in externally and where programs, 

such as eg. Avisor, can be made available. This Citrix is a well-known and widely used IT application. 

 

Some advantages of Avisor via Citrix or Avisor4Suppliers are: 

•No more local Avisor installation required: 

The software is made available to the contractor via BASF Citrix environment. The contractor only 

needs to log in to Citrix and can then log in to their personalized Avisor.  

•No more data traffic via e-mail: 

The two separate databases can communicate directly with each other. No more mail traffic needed 

for sending contracts/WOCs/measurements/... 

•No difference in 'look and feel': 

Avisor via Citrix looks the same as Avisor via a local installation. Its use also remains virtually 

unchanged. 

•Contracts & WOCs are imported automatically: 

This action takes place automatically twice a day. So no more manual action is required to import it. 

•No more data loss in case of computer crash/personnel change/...: 

Database is built up on the BASF server and is therefore not lost in the event of a local crash of 

computer / laptop, personnel change,... No need to migrate / maintain this database via the 

contractor's IT service. 

•Avisor statuses are always up-to-date: 

Avisor statuses that the contractor sees will always be up-to-date in Citrix as there is no longer any risk 

of data loss due to poor mail traffic. 

•Software updates happen automatically: 

No more manual action required. 

 

10.2. Citrix vs Local Installation Avisor: Differences 
 

When working with a local Avisor installation, the exchange of data files is done via email. One must 

then use the envelope icons for importing and exporting data files that contain the contracts / WOCs / 

measurements. 

When working via Citrix, contracts and WOCs are automatically imported into the contractor's Avisor. 

Basf's database then communicates directly with the Contractor's database. The transfer of data files 

takes place in Citrix twice a day, at 2 pm and at 9 pm. The contracts/WOCs enter the status 'for 

approval/bewerking’. The contractor will be informed about this by e-mail, e.g. 'New WOC available'. 
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Conversely, measurements that have been released by the contractor and thus have the status 'bill 

approved/ vrij afrekening’ are automatically exported to BASF's Avisor at 7.30 pm. Afterwards, the 

contractor receives an OK or NOK e-mail. 

 

 

  

The contractor only works with statuses in Citrix and no longer uses the envelope icons for importing 

and exporting contracts / WOCs / measurements. Note: When a measurement is taken in state 'for 

approval/bewerking’ and it is released again without adjustment, there will be no trigger for exporting. It 

is therefore important that something is always changed (e.g. v2 in short text of measurement). 

If you switch from a local Avisor installation to Avisor via Citrix, any history from the local installation 

can be downloaded via the floppy disk icon 'export'. It can then be read into Avisor via Citrix via the 

floppy disk icon 'import'.   

Please note that there is no connection between the two (Citrix vs local installation). It is therefore 

recommended that after a short transition period you only work via Citrix to avoid descrepantie. 

Finally, the contractor only has access to their own C disk from Citrix for uploading or downloading 

(data) files (via 'My computer'). 
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11. Faq 

11.1. BASF & Contractor 

 

Themes that can be addressed for both BASF and contractors. 

11.1.1. A new colleague would like to use Avisor. What do I need to do for this?  
Basf 

Download Avisor software via MyLink and request the necessary Avisor role via Access IT. For more 

details, please  contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com. 

Contractor 

Avisor is configured per user ID. The old login can therefore continue to be used, if it has not yet 

expired and Avisor remains on the same laptop / PC. 

For each additional user (laptop/PC) an additional license must be requested and activated from 

Awato.  

License can also be transferred to a new laptop/PC. 

11.1.2. What should I do if Avisor indicates that there are overlaps in the time registration?  
Basf 

On the BASF side, the pop-up describes where the overlap is: 

• Which measurement is involved 

• Which rule is involved 

First approver must then reject the measurement (red arrow). He informs the contractor by e-mail 

about where the overlap is located. 

Contractor 

The contractor must then adjust the measurement (status 'operation'), and after correction export it 

back to Avisor BASF. 

11.1.3. I forgot my Avisor password. What now? 

Basf 

You can reset your Avisor password yourself via the Windows icon at the bottom left of your screen. 

Here's how: 
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You will then receive an email with a reset password.  

Contractor 

Please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com . 

 

11.2. Contractor  

 

Themes that are only relevant for contractors. 

11.2.1. I get a notification that I'm working with a demo version while I'm licensed. 

Please contact Awato: 0049/2133 26 031 00 option 3 or mail to info@awato.de 

 

11.2.2. I would like to transfer Avisor to a new laptop/PC 

You will have to go through a number of steps: 

1. Avisor needs to be reinstalled on the new laptop 

2. Start Avisor on the old PC and open menu Tools – Options – Data source – button 'MDB 

folder' to open a Windows Explorer with the path of the existing database 

This window should remain open and then exit Avisor. 

- If the path in the window is a local path on the old PC, then you need to copy 'avisor.mdb' 

+ 'avisor.att' (if it is in between). Transfer this to the new laptop. On the new laptop: Tools 

– Options – Data source – button 'MDB folder', close Avisor and copy the database in the 

open Explorer window. If Avisor is then restarted, it will use the copied database. 

- If the path is on a network drive: On the new laptop: Tools – Options – Data source – 

'MDB folder' button, go to the path mentioned above and select avisor.mdb. Avisor will 

reboot and use the database on the network disk instead of the local database. 

3. Call Awato company 0049/2133 26 031 00 (option3) to get the activation code. Clearly 

mention that Avisor was converted from old to new laptop 

4. Avisor settings will have to be filled in again. Please contact your own IT for this. 

If you have any questions or uncertainties, please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com. 

 

11.2.3. I can't create a measurement on a WOC 

Please check the status of the WOC. This should always be 'free settlement' for the creation of 

measurements. 

For example, is it still in 'Editing'? Then you first have to release it by means of the green arrow.  

For example, is it set to 'Ready'? Then you have to release it back by means of the red arrow. 

Make sure that you are in the right screen. Measurements can only be made in the measurement 

screen. 

 

11.2.4. When I try to add an attachment to an email, I get the message that this is not 

possible. 

Please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com 
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11.2.5. Measurements remain in "OM without export".  

Please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com  

 

11.2.6. My company has changed its name/VAT code/bank account number. How does this 

affect my Avisor license? 

When the name, bank account or VAT number of your company changes, this has no direct effect on 

your Avisor license.  

Please  inform avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com of the changes.  

When Avisor needs to be transferred to a new laptop/PC, you should contact info@awato.de . A new 

license code will then have to be created. 

 

11.3. Error messages in Avisor 

 

11.3.1. Measurement already exists and is being overwritten  

If the OM is already present in the BASF-Avisor system, but not in the Lev correction status. or Edit, 

this OM cannot be overwritten. 

You will then receive an email with "nOK" in 'subject'. This means that the transfer of the measurement 

was not successful. At the bottom of the mail is additional information about the transfer. 

Remark: both the contractor and the BASF supervisor receive this e-mail 

FYI: 

• Upon receipt of your OM by BASF, this will be reported back electronically. This transfer status 

is called 'BASF Input'. 

• When booking your OM, this will also be reported back electronically. This transfer status is 

called 'BASF Booked' 

 

11.3.2. Error message when importing the control card via CSV file 

Points:  

• You can only be read in for 1 week per measurement line. 

• If the date is outside the range of 7 days, a new measurement line must be created 

• Look for signs such as '.' and ',' 

 

11.3.3. Ihre Datenbank hat eine critical Grösse von mehr als 1,8GB erreicht. Bitte... 
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Please contact avisor.support.antwerpen@basf.com  

 

11.3.4. 1181: Cannot register successfully. 

Please contact Awato: 0049/2133 26 031 00 option 3 or mail to info@awato.de 

 

11.3.5. 2832: The number of hours are more than the hours between the two times that you 

entered. 

This error message can occur, for example, when a CSV document is loaded.  

When you get this error message, it means that the numeric values are set incorrectly in the system. 

For example, when the language was set in English. You can adjust this in the control panel below, 

Clock & Region 

 

 

 

11.3.6. 4106: Should all measurements in the directory be cleared before exporting? 

This message can occur when you want to export measurements manually. You first download the 

measurements as a zip file to a local folder.  

If there were still data files in the local folder from a previous time, Avisor will ask you whether or not 

they can be deleted. 

If the measurements have already been forwarded, you can click on 'Yes' in the pop-up window. The 

old zip files will then be overwritten. 

If the measurements have not yet been forwarded, you must first click on 'No' and forward the 

measurements. Then you can click on 'Yes'. 
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11.3.7. 4324: Error receiving emails: Connection reset by peer 

Please contact someone from your own IT for this.  

Probably mail settings have changed or something has changed on the mail server. 

 

11.3.8. 22076: Under 'Extra – addresses – contractor' 

Please do not enter anything in 'password for encoding'. 

 

 

 

 

11.3.9. 22544: Contract is unknown 

This means that the contract has not yet been read into your Avisor, so it is not possible to place a 

WOC behind it. If necessary, you can contact the Avisor helpdesk for the re-export of the contract. 

11.3.10. 22654: Assignment has wrong status  

This status can e.g. are 'ready', 'reversed', ... 

If WOC status is 'ready', please contact woc-responsible person with the request to open this WOC 

again. Afterwards, measurement can be exported again. As long as this status is 'ready', no 

measurements can be received on it. 

! Status WOC on the contractor side can be different from status WOC on the BASF side! 

Please contact the BASF manager to check this. 
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